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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 9816)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 12/20/2018

Summary Title:

3200 El Camino Real: New Hotel (2nd Formal)

Title:

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3200 El Camino Real
[18PLN-00045] Recommendation on the Applicant's Request
for Approval of a Major Architectural Review to Allow the
Demolition for the Existing 16,603 Square Foot Motel and
Construction of a new Four-Story Approximately 53,599
Square Foot Hotel. The Applicant Also Requests a Zone Change
to Remove the Existing 50 Foot Special Setback Along Hansen
Way. Environmental Assessment: An Initial Study Prepared in
Accordance With the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) is Circulating Between December 5, 2018 and January
4, 2019. Zoning District: CS (Service Commercial). For More
Information Contact the Project Planner Sheldon Ah Sing at
sahsing@m-group.us.

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Recommend approval of the proposed project to the City Council based on findings and
subject to conditions of approval.

Report Summary
The subject project was previously reviewed by the ARB on October 4, 2018. This earlier staff
report includes extensive background information, project analysis and evaluation to City codes
and policies; that report is available online:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/66965.
A copy of the report without prior attachments is available in Attachment F.

City of Palo Alto
Planning & Community Environment
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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The purpose of this report is to restate the comments made by the Board and detail the
applicant’s response to those comments. The analysis section below builds upon the
information contained in the earlier report and is modified to reflect recent project changes.

Background
On October 4, 2018, the ARB reviewed the project. A video recording of the Board’s meeting is
available online: http://midpenmedia.org/architectural-review-board-74-10042018/. The
Board’s comments and the applicant’s response are summarized in the following table:
ARB Comments/Direction
Provide sun screening on the southern side
Convert some rooftop space to balconies,
particularly where rooms have views

Reduce the number of materials used on the
café corner, explain how the materials are
integrated

Ensure the café is visually inviting from the
street and provide public seating
Increase the use of native plant species for
landscaping and scale them to the building
Reduce the visual impact (dark color) of the
“eyebrows”

Applicant Response
Screen element extends from the plaza
floor to the roof parapet.
The roof decks have been modified slightly
but there is no increase in quantity. Some
second-floor rooms have decks, but the
third and fourth floor rooms in the same
position do not. The second floor also has a
communal deck.
The overall color scheme has been
lightened, particularly on the first floor.
There is also more glass and spandrel glass
used on the corner of the tower to improve
visual openness. There is only one color of
stucco, so the materials have been reduced.
Café footprint changed to bring café into
plaza more and closer to the street. Entry
approach to café off of El Camino is wider.
Sheet L1.0 shows more native plant species
than the previous iteration.
The rendering shows a different color, but
the materials legend shows no change.

The project also includes a Zoning Amendment application to eliminate a 50-foot special
setback. On December 12, 2018, the Planning & Transportation Commission (PTC) heard the
zoning amendment application. At the end of the ARB recommendation, the project will be
heard by the City Council to consider both the zoning amendment and the architectural review.

Analysis1
1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to take an alternative action
from the recommendation in this report.
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Before delving into how the project responded to the Board’s direction at their last meeting, it
is important to recognize the evolution of the project. The project has been the subject of
several public hearings prior to the October 4, 2018 ARB meeting (links to these meetings are
included in Attachment F). These included Pre-Screening (2016 and 2017) to deal with the
special setback issue; as well as preliminary ARB meetings (2015 and 2017) for the design of the
site and building.
Each iteration addressed different comments, however, major consideration has been made
toward addressing the corner, the massing of the project and its relationship to the
surroundings.
2015

2017
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September 2018

November 2018
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The current submittal (described in Attachment E) added visual interest to the corner by
rounding out the tower and using spandrel glass and limiting the decorative metal to a single
panel. The base of the building and roof appear lighter in the current rendering, but the
materials are actually the same. Functionally, the glass tower’s windows would be in guest
rooms which may not be practical overlooking what is planned to be an active plaza area. The
exact size of the window appears larger in the rendering than in the floor plan.
Specific changes to the project at the direction of the Board include:
1. Balconies – added four guest balconies to the El Camino side of the building on the 4th
floor.
2. Balconies – made 3rd and 4th floor “step back areas” on Hansen side into landscaped
platforms (not occupancy balconies).
3. Balcones – made 3rd floor “step back area” on El Camino side into landscaped platform (not
occupancy balconies).
4. Roof Eyebrows – Reduced the length of the cantilever on the El Camino side.
5. Roof Eyebrows – elongated the Hansen side eyebrow to the east to gain symmetry and
balance with El Camino side.
6. The plant palette includes more native species for trees, shrubs and ground cover.
7. Southeast Corner of Building:
a. Made Design Changes to distinguish elements on corner:
i. Screen Element now extends from plaza floor to roof parapet and is “framed
symmetrically” with pilasters.
ii. Glass Element on corner (for corner guest rooms) has been changed to a curved
curtain wall element that follows the curvature of the originally proposed metal
facade wall. Curved glass element softens the corner and adds verticality to the
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building from plaza floor to the roof. At the same time, the curved glass element
encompasses part of the Café at the Plaza level.
iii. The metal façade wall at the first level of the building remains as does its curvature
at the corner but a portion of the second-floor podium, behind the wall, has been
removed to create an open-air space that allows the metal screen wall and the
curved curtain wall glass element to extend from plaza floor to the roof.
iv. Vertical pilasters “book end” the curved curtain wall glass element from plaza floor
to the roof.
v. Café plan reconfigured to be within the curved curtain wall glass element and be
more “outbound” into the plaza. Café is the same size (area) thus no changes to
related parking requirement or parking spaces provided.
Other changes to the project include:
8. Site Issues – benches infused into plan along El Camino for public use.
9. Plaza – Opened up more for broader cross views. Café foot print changed to bring café
into plaza more and close to Street. Entry approach to Café off of El Camino
widened.
10. Plaza – eliminated green screen wall and propose a wall, water sculptural element on
the south face of the building in the Plaza.
11. Windows – design modifications made to organize windows to more consistent sizing.
Recessed windows more to give more depth and shadow to elevations. Infused the
metal screen material between windows (vertically) to bring the screening material
(used at the corner of the building) into the overall façade
12. Façade – generally the same configuration of plan, setbacks, height and quantities
however more consistency in window sizes and their relief to give more shadow to
the façade. We removed the second-floor paint color (light grey) and made it white
to match the rest of the building thus reducing the horizontal “layering” affect.
Windows on the north elevation changed to match the Hansen side thus more
interest and character.
13. Landscaping
a. Changes made to add plants on balconies at every level
b. Pots added to the plaza
c. More green screening added to the north side of the building facing neighbor to
the north.
In summary, the project demonstrates consistency with the required findings and has
responded to the Board’s direction.

Environmental Review
The subject project has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained
in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and the
environmental regulations of the City.
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An IS/MND has been prepared and is available as Attachment G. The public circulation period of
the environmental document was between December 5, 2018 and January 4, 2019. Significant
Impacts were identified regarding Air Quality, Biology, Cultural Resources, Geology and Soils,
and Hazards; but these impacts would be reduced to Less than Significant with Mitigation
Measures (Attachment C).

Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Daily Post
on December 7, 2018, which is 12 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing occurred on
December 10, 2018, which is 10 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
There was correspondence and a speaker at the last public hearing regarding parking and the
elevations that lacked interest. As of the writing of this report, no additional project-related,
public comments were received.
In response to the parking comments, the project includes 82 standard parking spaces and 24
valet parking spaces for a total of 106 parking spaces provided on site. The required parking is
detailed in Attachment D, however, in summary, counting the coffee shop and guestroom
parking requirements and reductions allowed through the submittal of the Transportation
Demand Management document and parking study, the project meets the required parking
stated in the PAMC.
In response to the elevations, the revised project includes upper level terraces with landscaping
that provides additional interest along Hansen Way and El Camino Real.

Alternative Actions
In addition to the recommended action, the Architectural Review Board may:
1. Recommend approval of the project with modified findings or conditions;
2. Continue the project to a date (un)certain; or
3. Recommend project denial based on revised findings.

Report Author & Contact Information
Sheldon S. Ah Sing, Contract Planner
(408) 340-5642 x109
sahsing@m-group.us

ARB2 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
2

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
Attachment B: Draft ARB Findings (DOCX)
Attachment C: Conditions of Approval and MMRP (PDF)
Attachment D: Zoning Comparison Table
(DOCX)
Attachment E: Applicant Response w Comparisons (PDF)
Attachment F: October 4, 2018 Staff Report w/o Attachments
Attachment G: Project Plans and Environmental Documents
Attachment H: Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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ATTACHMENT B
ARB FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
3200 El Camino Real
18PLN-00045
In order for the ARB to make a future recommendation of approval, the project must comply
with the following Findings for Architectural Review as required in Chapter 18.76.020 of the
PAMC.
Finding #1: The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto
Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility
requirements), and any relevant design guides.
The project is consistent with the following Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies:
Comprehensive Plan Goal/Policies
Service Commercial: Facilities providing
citywide and regional services and relying
on customers arriving by car. These uses do
not necessarily benefit from being in
high volume pedestrian areas such as
shopping centers or Downtown. Typical uses
include auto services and dealerships,
motels, lumberyards, appliance stores and
restaurants, including fast service types. In
almost all cases, these uses require good
automobile and service access so that
customers can safely load and unload
without impeding traffic. In some locations,
residential and mixed-use projects may be
appropriate in this land use category.
Examples of Service Commercial areas
include San Antonio Road, El Camino Real
and Embarcadero Road northeast of the
Bayshore Freeway. Non-residential FARs will
range up to 0.4. Consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan’s encouragement of
housing near transit centers, higher density
multi-family housing may be allowed in
specific locations.
Policy L-1.3: Infill development in the urban
service area should be compatible with its

Consistency Analysis
The project proposes a new hotel along El
Camino Real. A hotel is consistent with the
Service Commercial land use designation
description.

The project site is surrounded by
development and is accessible by all utilities.
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surroundings and the overall scale
and character of the city to ensure a
compact, efficient development pattern.
Policy L-2.2: Enhance connections between
commercial and mixed use centers and the
surrounding residential neighborhoods by
promoting walkable and bikeable
connections and a diverse range of retail and
services that caters to the daily needs of
residents

Policy L-3.1: Ensure that new or remodeled
structures are compatible with the
neighborhood and adjacent structures.
Policy L-4.15: Recognize El Camino Real as
both a local serving and regional serving
corridor, defined by a mix of commercial
uses and housing.
Policy T-5.1: All new development projects
should manage parking demand generated
by the project, without the use of on street
parking, consistent with the established
parking regulations. As demonstrated parking
demand decreases over time, parking
requirements for new construction should
decrease.
Policy T-5.6: Strongly encourage the use of
below-grade or structured parking, and
explore mechanized parking instead of
surface parking for new developments of all
types while minimizing negative impacts
including on groundwater and landscaping
where feasible.
Policy B-6.5 Strengthen the commercial
viability of businesses along the El Camino
Real corridor by, for example, encouraging
the development of well-designed retail,
professional services and housing

The project implements the South El Camino
Real Design guidelines by providing a wide
sidewalk along El Camino Real and enhancing
an existing bicycle lane along Hansen Way. In
addition, a “pork-chop” island is removed at
the intersection to help with
pedestrian/bicyclist safety. A coffee shop is
proposed with access along El Camino Real
spurring pedestrian activity.
The project’s design will include elevations
with visual interest including landscaped
balconies and terraces.
The project replaces an existing motel with a
hotel and adds a coffee shop.

The project includes valet parking to create
efficient use of the site and the demands of
transient customers. The project’s parking
study demonstrates that hotel parking
demand is lower than 100% of the City’s
zoning requirements.

The project includes two levels of
underground parking so that the site is not
overwhelmed with surface or structured
parking.

The hotel project includes a small coffee
shop that will attract local users.

The project is consistent with the City’s zoning codes, except where an exception is requested
for the reduction in parking pursuant to the requirements of the zoning code.
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The South El Camino Real Design Guidelines are applicable to the project and is located within
the Cal-Ventura Corridor Area. The project is consistent or inconsistent with the following
Guidelines:
Guideline
3.1.1 Effective Sidewalk Width:
Create a 12-foot effective sidewalk width
along El Camino Real
3.1.2 Sidewalk Setback Design:
The design of the sidewalk setback should
create an urban “downtown” character.
3.1.3 Build to lines:
Buildings should be built up to the sidewalk
to reinforce the definition and importance of
the street.
3.1.5 Minimum Height:
Buildings should have a minimum height of
25 feet in order to provide presence along El
Camino Real.
3.3.1 Usable Amenities:
Landscape and hardscape features should
not just be visually appealing, but also
function as open space amenities to be used
and enjoyed.
4.1.8 Expression of Use:
Building forms should be articulated as an
expression of the building use.
4.2.1 Relationship of Entries to the Street:
Buildings should have entries directly
accessible and visible from El Camino Real.

Consistency
The project proposes a 12-foot effective
sidewalk width.
The project includes a plaza at the corner for
an outdoor amenity area with direct access
to a coffee shop.
The project provides 63% build to the setback
along El Camino Real and a 52% build to
setback along Hansen Way.
The project is 46’-2” feet in height to the
parapets.

The project includes outdoor seating areas
along El Camino Real and within the plaza
area at the corner of El Camino Real and
Hansen Way with direct access to a coffee
shop.
The project has been revised to add
balconies and terraces along the elevations.
The coffee shop has an entry along El Camino
Real and the hotel has an entry off of Hansen
Way. Secondary entries are also located
along Hansen Way and El Camino Real.
All four sides of the building use the same
variety of materials and level of detail. They
are also articulated for visual interest and to
reduce massing.
The project provides a number of public and
private gathering areas including direct
access to a coffee shop.

4.3.6 Design Consistency on All Facades:
All exposed sides of a building should be
designed with the same level of care and
integrity.
4.4.1 Amenities:
Building design should offer amenities to
users and the public such as protection from
the elements and places for people to gather
or retreat.
4.5.1 Flat Roofs and Parapets Encouraged.
The proposed building has a flat roof with
Flat roofs with parapets are strongly parapet design.
encouraged.
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Guideline
Consistency
4.8.1 Mix of Materials:
This project includes stucco, glass, and metal
Juxtaposition of contrasting materials can in a composed design.
create interest when carefully integrated.
Finding #2: The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
a. creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors,
and the general community,
b. preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively
to the site and the historic character including historic resources of the area when
relevant,
c. is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district,
d. provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses
and land use designations,
e. enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas.
The project includes a single vehicular entry along Hansen Way and pedestrian entries along El
Camino Real and Hansen Way. Parking is located below grade so not to overwhelm the site with
surface or structured parking. The site is currently fully developed and is completely flat. The
project provides adequate setback and elevation modulation that provides harmonious
transition in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses.
The project is consistent with the context-based design criteria:
1. Pedestrian and Bicycle Environment
The design of new projects shall promote pedestrian walkability, a bicycle friendly
environment, and connectivity through design elements
The project has a 12-foot sidewalk along El Camino Real; is eliminating the “pork-chop” island
at the intersection and is enhancing the bicycle lane along Hansen Way.
2. Street Building Facades
Street facades shall be designed to provide a strong relationship with the sidewalk and the
street (s), to create an environment that supports and encourages pedestrian activity through
design elements
The project includes build-to setbacks, outdoor benches and an outdoor plaza area providing
an attractive space for pedestrian activity.
3. Massing and Setbacks
Buildings shall be designed to minimize massing and conform to proper setbacks
The project meets the required setbacks and is consistent with the South El Camino Real
Design guidelines. The elevations include uniform fenestration and balconies to provide
visual interest.
4. Low Density Residential Transitions
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Where new projects are built abutting existing lower scale residential development, care shall
be taken to respect the scale and privacy of neighboring properties
The project does not abut lower scale residential development.
5. Project Open Space
Private and public open space shall be provided so that it is usable for the residents and
visitors of the site
The project includes an outdoor plaza at the street intersection that is open to visitors and
customers of the hotel.
6. Parking Design
Parking shall be accommodated but shall not be allowed to overwhelm the character of the
project or detract from the pedestrian environment
Parking for the project is located underground.
7. Large Multi-Acre Sites
Large sites (over one acre) shall be designed so that street, block, and building patterns are
consistent with those of the surrounding neighborhood
The site is less than an acre in size.
8. Sustainability and Green Building Design
Project design and materials to achieve sustainability and green building design should be
incorporated into the project
The project will be consistent with the City’s Green Building Ordinance, as further described
in Finding #6.
Finding #3: The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and
appropriate construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details
that are compatible with and enhance the surrounding area.
The project uses a variety of materials including glass, metal and stucco with neutral colors.
Together these materials used on the building embody a consistent theme. The applicability of
the materials combined with the structures mass creates a distinctive pedestrian-oriented plaza
area and interface with El Camino Real and Hansen Way. The use of materials and color and
form for the first-floor grounds the building and contributes to the prescribed streetscape
identified in the South El Camino Real Design Guidelines. The introduction of stepped-back
elevations including balconies and landscaped terraces soften the upper floors. The use of the
metal screening and glass at the corner provides a focal point for the building.
Finding #4: The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle
traffic and providing for elements that support the building’s necessary operations (e.g.
convenient vehicle access to property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of
open space and integrated signage, if applicable, etc.).
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The project includes a design that facilitates pedestrian activity along the street with a
proposed outdoor plaza at the corner intersection. The removal of the pork chop will make the
intersection safer for pedestrians and cyclists.
Finding #5: The landscape design complements and enhances the building design and its
surroundings, is appropriate to the site’s functions, and utilizes to the extent practical,
regional indigenous drought resistant plant material capable of providing desirable habitat
that can be appropriately maintained.
The project includes landscaping on the ground and within balconies along the elevations. Pots
were added to the plaza area making the area more pedestrian-oriented. The palette used on
the elevations provides relief from what would otherwise be solid stepped back surfaces. The
plant palette includes more variety of native plantings. Attention to the north side of the
building with green screening complements the transition to the neighboring property.
Together, the landscape plan complements the building and its surroundings. The existing
redwood trees on the adjacent neighboring property will be protected during construction
activities.
Finding #6: The project incorporates design principles that achieve sustainability in areas
related to energy efficiency, water conservation, building materials, landscaping, and site
planning.
The project will be consistent with the City’s Green Building Ordinance. The following electives
are proposed by the project:











Hardscape alternatives and cool roof reduction
Steel framing
Elevators
20% indoor water savings
Appliances and fixtures for commercial application
Restoration of areas disturbed by construction
Certified wood
Regional materials
Acoustical ceiling and wall panels
Lighting and thermal comfort controls (single and multi-occupant spaces)
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ATTACHMENT C
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
3200 El Camino Real
18PLN-00045
________________________________________________________________________
PLANNING DIVISION
1. CONFORMANCE WITH PLANS. Construction and development shall conform to the approved plans
entitled, "Hotel Parmani 3200 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, California,” stamped as received by the
City on November 14, 2018 on file with the Planning Department, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto,
California except as modified by these conditions of approval.
2. BUILDING PERMIT. Apply for a building permit and meet any and all conditions of the Planning,
Fire, Public Works, and Building Departments.
3. BUILDING PERMIT PLAN SET. The Architectural Review (AR) approval letter including all
Department conditions of approval for the project shall be printed on the plans submitted for
building permit.
4. PROJECT MODIFICATIONS: All modifications to the approved project shall be submitted for review
and approval prior to construction. If during the Building Permit review and construction phase, the
project is modified by the applicant, it is the responsibility of the applicant to contact the Planning
Division/project planner directly to obtain approval of the project modification. It is the applicant’s
responsibility to highlight any proposed changes to the project and to bring it to the project
planner’s attention.
5. PROJECT EXPIRATION. The project approval shall automatically expire after two years from the
original date of approval, if within such two year period, the proposed use of the site or the
construction of buildings has not commenced pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of
the permit or approval. Application for a one year extension of this entitlement may be made prior
to the expiration. (PAMC 18.77.090(a))
6. INDEMNITY: To the extent permitted by law, the Applicant shall indemnify and hold harmless the
City, its City Council, its officers, employees and agents (the “indemnified parties”) from and
against any claim, action, or proceeding brought by a third party against the indemnified parties
and the applicant to attack, set aside or void, any permit or approval authorized hereby for the
Project, including (without limitation) reimbursing the City for its actual attorneys’ fees and costs
incurred in defense of the litigation. The City may, in its sole discretion, elect to defend any such
action with attorneys of its own choice.
7. DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES: Estimated Development Impact Fees in the amount of $987,500 plus
the applicable public art fee, per PAMC 16.61.040, shall be paid prior to the issuance of the related
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building permit.
8. IMPACT FEE 90-DAY PROTEST PERIOD. California Government Code Section 66020 provides that a
project applicant who desires to protest the fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions
imposed on a development project must initiate the protest at the time the development project is
approved or conditionally approved or within ninety (90) days after the date that fees, dedications,
reservations or exactions are imposed on the Project. Additionally, procedural requirements for
protesting these development fees, dedications, reservations and exactions are set forth in
Government Code Section 66020. IF YOU FAIL TO INITIATE A PROTEST WITHIN THE 90-DAY PERIOD
OR FOLLOW THE PROTEST PROCEDURES DESCRIBED IN GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 66020, YOU
WILL BE BARRED FROM CHALLENGING THE VALIDITY OR REASONABLENESS OF THE FEES,
DEDICATIONS, RESERVATIONS, AND EXACTIONS. If these requirements constitute fees, taxes,
assessments, dedications, reservations, or other exactions as specified in Government Code
Sections 66020(a) or 66021, this is to provide notification that, as of the date of this notice, the 90day period has begun in which you may protest these requirements. This matter is subject to the
California Code of Civil Procedures (CCP) Section 1094.5; the time by which judicial review must be
sought is governed by CCP Section 1094.6.
9. MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM. The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) associated with the project and attached here as Exhibit A is incorporated by
reference and all mitigation measures shall be implemented as described in said document. Prior to
requesting issuance of any related demolition and/or construction permits, the applicant shall
meet with the Project Planner to review and ensure compliance with the MMRP, subject to the
satisfaction of the Director of Planning of Planning and Community Environment.
10. The owner or designee shall implement the following to reduce exposure of future hotel guests and
workers to vapor intrusion:
• Install a vapor membrane system that envelops the below grade portion of the proposed
building, including areas below and above the groundwater table.
• Design and operation of the HVAC system to control air flows from sub-grade parking levels
upward into occupied levels.
• Ventilate the sub-grade parking level with a fan triggered by CO sensors.
• Maintain a positive pressure in the hotel lodging space relative to the sub-grade parking levels.
• Design and build elevator hoistways within the building to have air relief vents.
• Conduct post-construction Indoor Air Monitoring, quarterly for a minimum of two years with
potential to reduce frequency to semi-annually following the initial two years.
11. FINAL INSPECTION: A Planning Division Final inspection will be required to determine substantial
compliance with the approved plans prior to the scheduling of a Building Division final. Any
revisions during the building process must be approved by Planning, including but not limited to;
materials, landscaping and hard surface locations. Contact your Project Planner, Sheldon S. Ah Sing
at sahsing@m-group.us to schedule this inspection.
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Building Department
12. A site-specific soils report will be required to be submitted for the building construction permit.
13. The allowable area calculation for the proposed Hotel and Parking building shall comply with CBC
506.2.4 for mixed occupancy, multistory buildings.
14. The proposed restaurant and coffee shop will require Santa Clara County Health Department
approval to be submitted to the Building Division prior to the Building Permit issuance.
15. The proposed hotel is required to comply with the accessibility requirements of CBC Chapter 11B
for Transient Lodging Guest Rooms.
16. The review and approval of this project does not include any other items of construction other than
those written in the ARB project review application included with the project plans and documents
under this review. If the plans include items or elements of construction that are not included in
the written description, it or they may not have been known to have been a part of the intended
review and have not, unless otherwise specifically called out in the approval, been reviewed.
Public Works Engineering Department
17. STORM WATER TREATMENT: This project shall comply with the storm water regulations contained
in provision C.3 of the NPDES municipal storm water discharge permit issued by the San Francisco
Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (and incorporated into Palo Alto Municipal Code Chapter
16.11). These regulations apply to land development projects that create or replace 10,000 square
feet or more of impervious surface, and restaurants, retail gasoline outlets, auto service facilities,
and uncovered parking lots that create and/or replace 5,000 square feet or more of impervious
surface. In order to address the potential permanent impacts of the project on storm water
quality, the applicant shall incorporate into the project a set of permanent site design measures,
source controls, and treatment controls that serve to protect storm water quality, subject to the
approval of the Public Works Department. The applicant shall identify, size, design and incorporate
permanent storm water pollution prevention measures (preferably landscape-based treatment
controls such as bioswales, filter strips, and permeable pavement rather than mechanical devices
that require long-term maintenance) to treat the runoff from a “water quality storm” specified in
PAMC Chapter 16.11 prior to discharge to the municipal storm drain system. Effective February 10,
2011, regulated projects, must contract with a qualified third-party reviewer during the planning
review process to certify that the proposed permanent storm water pollution prevention measures
comply with the requirements of Palo Alto Municipal Code Chapter 16.11. The certification form, 2
copies of approved storm water treatment plan, and a description of Maintenance Task and
Schedule must be received by the City from the third-party reviewer prior to planning approval by
the Public Works department. Within 45 days of the installation of the required storm water
treatment measures and prior to the issuance of an occupancy permit for the building, third-party
reviewer shall also submit to the City a certification for approval that the project’s permanent
measures were constructed and installed in accordance to the approved permit drawings.
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Provision C3 Form
Storm Water Treatment Design Certification
3rd Party review response letter (stamped/signed)
http://www.scvurpppw2k.com/pdfs/1112/SCVURPPP_C.3_Data_Form_final_2012.pdf

18. STREET TREES: The applicant may be required to replace existing and/or add new street trees in
the public right-of-way along the property’s frontage(s). Call the Public Works’ arborist at 650496-5953 to arrange a site visit so he can determine what street tree work, if any, will be
required for this project. The site plan submitted with the building permit plan set must show
the street tree work that the arborist has determined, including the tree species, size, location,
staking and irrigation requirements, or include a note that Public Works’ arborist has
determined no street tree work is required. The plan must note that in order to do street tree
work, the applicant must first obtain a Permit for Street Tree Work in the Public Right-of-Way
from Public Works’ arborist (650-496-5953).
19. GRADING PERMIT: Separate Excavation and Grading Permit will be required for grading
activities on private property that fill, excavate, store or dispose of 100 cubic yards or more
based on PAMC Section 16.28.060. Applicant shall prepare and submit an excavation and
grading permit to Public Works separately from the building permit set. The permit application
and instructions are available at the Development Center and on our website. This application
must be submitted to Public Works when applying for a Building Permit.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/forms_and_permits.asp
20. EXCAVATION: Plans shall clearly identify the deepest point of excavation including below grade
basement slab with note and appropriate dimensions.
21. GRADING & DRAINAGE PLAN: The plan set must include a grading & drainage plan prepared by
a licensed professional that includes existing and proposed spot elevations, earthwork volumes,
finished floor elevations, area drain and bubbler locations, drainage flow arrows to
demonstrate proper drainage of the site. Adjacent grades must slope away from the house a
minimum of 2% or 5% for 10-feet per 2013 CBC section 1804.3. Downspouts and splashblocks
should be shown on this plan, as well as any site drainage features such as swales, area drains,
bubblers, etc. Grading that increases drainage onto, or blocks existing drainage from
neighboring properties, will not be allowed. Public Works generally does not allow rainwater to
be collected and discharged into the street gutter, but encourages the developer to keep
rainwater onsite as much as feasible by directing runoff to landscaped and other pervious areas
of the site. http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/2717
22. GRADING: Project proposal includes an underground structure. A rough grading plan will need
to be present in submittal.
23. ADDITIONAL DRAINAGE: Garage drains shall have sand/oil separator indicated. Proposed trash
enclosure shall be required to drain to sanitary sewer only.
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24. BASEMENT DRAINAGE: Due to high groundwater throughout much of the City and Public Works
prohibiting the pumping and discharging of groundwater, perforated pipe drainage systems at
the exterior of the basement walls or under the slab are not allowed for this site. A drainage
system is, however, required for all exterior basement-level spaces, such as lightwells, patios or
stairwells. This system consists of a sump, a sump pump, a backflow preventer, and a closed
pipe from the pump to a dissipation device onsite at least 10-feet from the property line and 3feet from side an rear property lines, such as a bubbler box in a landscaped area, so that water
can percolate into the soil and/or sheet flow across the site. Include these dimensions on the
plan. The device must not allow stagnant water that could become mosquito habitat.
Additionally, the plans must show that exterior basement-level spaces are at least 7-3/4” below
any adjacent windowsills or doorsills to minimize the potential for flooding the basement.
Public Works recommends a waterproofing consultant be retained to design and inspect the
vapor barrier and waterproofing systems for the basement.
25. BASEMENT SHORING: Shoring Plans prepared by a licensed professional are required for the
Basement Excavation and shall be submitted with the Grading and Excavation Permit. Shoring
for the basement excavation, including tiebacks, must not extend onto adjacent private
property or into the City right-of-way without having first obtained written permission from the
private property owners and/or an encroachment permit from Public Works.
26. GEOTECHNICAL REPORT: Shall clearly identify the highest projected groundwater level to be
encountered in the area of the proposed basement in the future will be ______ feet below
existing grade. Provide the following note on the Final Grading Plans. “In my professional
judgement, the highest projected groundwater level to be encountered in the area of the
proposed basement in the future will be ______ feet below existing grade. As a result, the
proposed drainage system for the basement retaining wall will not encounter and pump
groundwater during the life of this wall.”
27. DEWATERING: Excavation may require dewatering during construction. Public Works only
allows groundwater drawdown well dewatering. Open pit groundwater dewatering is not
allowed. Dewatering is only allowed from April through October due to inadequate capacity in
our storm drain system. The geotechnical report for this site must list the highest anticipated
groundwater level. We recommend that a piezometer be installed in the soil boring. The
contractor shall determine the depth to groundwater immediately prior to excavation by using
a piezometer or by drilling and exploratory hole. Based on the determined groundwater depth
and season the contractor may be required to dewater the site or stop all grading and
excavation work. In addition Public Works may require that all groundwater be tested for
contaminants prior to initial discharge and at intervals during dewatering. If testing is required,
the contractor must retain an independent testing firm to test the discharge water for
contaminants Public Works specifies and submit the results to Public Works.
28. Public Works reviews and approves dewatering plans as part of a Grading Permit. The applicant
can include a dewatering plan in the building permit plan set in order to obtain approval of the plan
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during the building permit review, but the contractor will still be required to obtain a Grading
Permit prior to dewatering. Alternatively, the applicant must include the above dewatering
requirements in a note on the site plan. Public Works has a sample dewatering plan sheet and
dewatering guidelines available at the Development Center and on our website.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/forms_and_permits.asp
29. WORK IN THE RIGHT-OF-WAY: The plans must clearly indicate any work that is proposed in the
public right-of-way, such as sidewalk replacement, driveway approach, or utility laterals. The
plans must include notes that the work must be done per City standards and that the
contractor performing this work must first obtain a Street Work Permit from Public Works at
the Development Center. If a new driveway is in a different location than the existing driveway,
then the sidewalk associated with the new driveway must be replaced with a thickened (6”
thick instead of the standard 4” thick) section. Additionally, curb cuts and driveway approaches
for abandoned driveways must be replaced with new curb, gutter and planter strip.
30. Provide the following note on the Site Plan and adjacent to the work within the Public road
right-of-way. “Any construction within the city’s public road right-of-way shall have an
approved Permit for Construction in the Public Street prior to commencement of this work. THE
PERFORMANCE OF THIS WORK IS NOT AUTHORIZED BY THE BUILDING PERMIT ISSUANCE BUT
SHOWN ON THE BUILDING PERMIT FOR INFORMATION ONLY.”
31. Provide the following note on the Site Plan and Grading and Drainage Plan: “Contractor shall
not stage, store, or stockpile any material or equipment within the public road right-of-way.”
Construction phasing shall be coordinate to keep materials and equipment onsite.
32. SIDEWALK, CURB & GUTTER: As part of this project, the applicant is required to replace the
existing sidewalks, curbs, gutters and driveway approaches in the public right-of-way along the
frontage(s) of the property. The site plan submitted with the building permit plan set must
show the extent of the replacement work. The plan must note that any work in the right-ofway must be done per Public Works’ standards by a licensed contractor who must first obtain a
Street Work Permit from Public Works at the Development Center.
33. Any existing driveway to be abandoned shall be replaced with standard curb & gutter. This
work must be included within a Permit for Construction in the Public Street from the Public
Works Department. A note of this requirement shall be placed on the plans adjacent to the area
on the Site Plan.
34. PAVEMENT: Hansen Way was resurfaced in 2015 this street is under a moratorium. Any cutting
into the pavement will trigger additional pavement requirements. Add the following note to the
Site Plan: “Applicant and contractor will be responsible for resurfacing portions of Hansen Way
based the roadway surface condition after project completion and limits of trench work. At a
minimum pavement resurfacing of the full width of the street along the project frontage may
be required.” Plot and label the area to be resurfaced as hatched on the site plan.
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35. IMPERVIOUS SURFACE AREA: The project will be creating or replacing 500 square feet or more
of impervious surface. Accordingly, the applicant shall provide calculations of the existing and
proposed impervious surface areas with the building permit application. The Impervious Area
Worksheet for Land Developments form and instructions are available at the Development
Center or on our website.
36. STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION: The City's full-sized "Pollution Prevention - It's Part
of the Plan" sheet must be included in the plan set. Copies are available from Public Works on
our website http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/2732
37. CALTRANS: Caltrans review and approval of this project is required. Caltrans right-of-way across
El Camino Real extends from back-of-walk to back-of walk. The City has a maintenance
agreement with Caltrans that requires the City to maintain the sidewalk and to issue Street
Work Permits for work done on the sidewalks by private contractors. Caltrans has retained the
right to review and permit new ingress/egress driveways off El Camino Real as well as the
installation of Traffic Control devices as part of this project.
38. LOGISTICS PLAN: The contractor must submit a logistics plan to the Public Works Department
prior to commencing work that addresses all impacts to the City’s right-of-way, including, but
not limited to: pedestrian control, traffic control, truck routes, material deliveries, contractor’s
parking, concrete pours, crane lifts, work hours, noise control, dust control, storm water
pollution prevention, contractor’s contact, noticing of affected businesses, and schedule of
work. Include a copy in resubmittal. Guidelines are attached below:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=2719
39. STORMWATER MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT: The applicant shall designate a party to maintain
the control measures for the life of the improvements and must enter into a maintenance
agreement with the City to guarantee the ongoing maintenance of the permanent C.3 storm
water discharge compliance measures. The maintenance agreement shall be executed prior to
the first building occupancy sign-off. The City will inspect the treatment measures yearly and
charge an inspection fee. There is a C.3 plan check fee that will be collected upon submittal for
a grading or building permit.
40. SIDEWALK ENCROACHMENT: Add a note to the site plan that says, “The contractor using the
city sidewalk to work on an adjacent private building must do so in a manner that is safe for
pedestrians using the sidewalk. Pedestrian protection must be provided per the California
Building Code requirements. If the height of construction is 8 feet or less, the contractor must
place construction railings sufficient to direct pedestrians around construction areas. If the
height of construction is more than 8 feet, the contractor must obtain an encroachment permit
from Public Works at the Development Center in order to provide a barrier and covered
walkway or to close the sidewalk.”
41. PUBLIC ACCESS EASEMENT: The property owner shall provide a public access easement for the
additional feet of sidewalk between the property line and back of walk and/or building edge on
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the El Camino Real frontage. Alternatively, the property owner may dedicate the space to the
city. The easement or dedication shall be shown on the Tentative and Final maps, or if the
applicant chooses not to subdivide the property, show the future easement on plans submitted
for a building permit and note that the easement must be recorded prior to building permit
final. Additional area behind the property line needed to create a 12-foot wide sidewalk along
El Camino Real. Plot and label the Public Access Easement along El Camino Real that provides
the 12-foot wide sidewalk.
42. It appears the applicant is proposing to maintain the significant landscaping and decorative
paving proposed in the right-of-way. If that is the case, the applicant will be required to enter
into a long term maintenance agreement. This agreement will need to be recorded against the
property prior to Building or Grading permit issuance. If not, subsequent comments may apply
regarding the proposed improvements in the right-of-way.
43. Existing traffic signal on El Camino Real should be shown on plans and shown as to be
protected.
44. Existing City storm drainage structures should be shown on plans. Subsequent comments may
apply if proposed improvements interfere with existing City storm drain utilities.
Transportation
45. VALET PARKING PLAN: Prior to building permit issuance, the applicant shall submit and receive
approval of a valet parking plan. At minimum, the plan shall include a written operations plan
and scaled site plan demonstrating adequate space is available to store the required number of
vehicles and maintain efficient access. The written plan should include operating hours and
estimated number of staff required to efficiently operate the service to prevent queuing into
the public right of way. The scaled site plan shall show the quantity and location of all valet
parking spaces. Assuming vehicles are parked parallel, the minimum dimensions of a valet
parking stall within a drive aisle are 8-feet by 20-feet. No more than 20% of the required offstreet parking may be provided with a valet program. The Director of Planning and Community
Development may require modifications to the valet plan and operation as necessary to
improve efficiency and impacts to the general welfare.
46. BICYCLE PARKING: Prior to building permit issuance, the owner or designee shall submit plans
that demonstrate compliance with the bicycle parking requirements for short-term parking at a
minimum of 12 spaces.
47. TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM): The owner or designee shall submit a final
TDM plan to the City’s Transportation for review and approval.
48. TDM Pre-Occupancy Site Visit/Inspection: Prior to issuance of the first certificate of occupancy,
the owner or designee shall call for an inspection by the Planning Division designee to verify
that all physical measures (bicycle parking, signage, etc.) have been included as planned.
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49. TDM Ongoing Monitoring and Reporting Statement. The owner or designee shall once the
building is occupied submit an On-Going Monitoring and Reporting Statement to the
Transportation Division for review compliance with the approved TDM plan. Enforcement steps
will be taken, if needed, to attain compliance status.
50. TDM Plan Update. The owner or designee may during operation of the site request changes to
the approved TDM plan. The Transportation Division shall review the request to ensure
commensurate measures are included or maintained.
Public Art
51. The owner or designee shall pay to the public art fund in–lieu of commissioning art on site; the
funds must be received prior to the issuance of a building permit.
Water Quality
The project shall abide by the following Code requirements:
52. PAMC 16.09.170, 16.09.040 Discharge of Groundwater
The project is located in an area of suspected or known groundwater contamination with Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs). If groundwater is encountered then the plans must include the
following procedure for construction dewatering:
Prior approval shall be obtained from the city engineer or designee to discharge water pumped
from construction sites to the storm drain. The city engineer or designee may require gravity
settling and filtration upon a determination that either or both would improve the water quality of
the discharge. Contaminated ground water or water that exceeds state or federal requirements for
discharge to navigable waters may not be discharged to the storm drain. Such water may be
discharged to the sewer, provided that the requirements of Section 16.09.040 are met and the
approval of the superintendent is obtained prior to discharge. The City shall be compensated for
any costs it incurs in authorizing such discharge, at the rate set forth in the municipal fee schedule.
Review the guidelines listed in City of Palo Alto Municipal Code Chapter 16.28 prior to discharge of
any water from construction dewatering.
53. PAMC 16.09.055 Unpolluted Water. Unpolluted water shall not be discharged through direct or
indirect connection to the sanitary sewer system.
And PAMC 16.09.175 (b) General prohibitions and practices
Exterior (outdoor) drains may be connected to the sanitary sewer system only if the area in which
the drain is located is covered or protected from rainwater run-on by berms and/or grading, and
appropriate wastewater treatment approved by the Superintendent is provided. For additional
information regarding loading docks, see section 16.09.175(k)
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54. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(9) Covered Parking
If installed, parking garage floor drains on interior levels shall be connected to an oil/water
separator prior to discharging to the sanitary sewer system. The oil/water separator shall be
cleaned at a frequency of at least once every twelve months or more frequently if recommended
by the manufacturer or the superintendent. Oil/water separators shall have a minimum capacity of
100 gallons.
55. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(14) Architectural Copper is not permitted
56. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(5) Condensate from HVAC
Condensate lines shall not be connected or allowed to drain to the storm drain system.
57. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(b) Copper Piping is not allowed
58. 16.09.180(12) Mercury Switches
Mercury switches shall not be installed in sewer or storm drain sumps.
59. PAMC 16.09.205(a) Cooling Systems, Pools, Spas, Fountains, Boilers and Heat Exchangers
It shall be unlawful to discharge water from cooling systems, pools, spas, fountains boilers and heat
exchangers to the storm drain system.
60. PAMC 16.09.165(h) Storm Drain Labeling
Storm drain inlets shall be clearly marked with the words "No dumping - Flows to Bay," or
equivalent.
The applicant previously indicated that no food is prepared on the premises, therefore Food
Service Establishment Requirements do not apply. However, if food is prepared on site, the
requirements will need to be followed.
The applicant indicated that the hotel’s laundry is done on-site. Please see
http://www.epa.gov/dfe/pubs/projects/formulat/sdsi.htm for information on the Environmental
Protection Agency’s Safer Detergents Stewardship Initiative (SDSI), for consideration.
61. Designated Food Service Establishment (FSE) Projects:
A. Grease Control Device (GCD) Requirements, PAMC Section 16.09.075 & Cited Building/Plumbing
Codes
• The plans shall specify the manufacturer details and installation details of all proposed GCDs.
(CBC 1009.2)
• GCD(s) shall be sized in accordance with the 2007 California Plumbing Code.
• GCD(s) shall be installed with a minimum capacity of 500 gallons.
• GCD sizing calculations shall be included on the plans. See a sizing calculation example below.
• The size of all GCDs installed shall be equal to or larger than what is specified on the plans.
• GCDs larger than 50 gallons (100 pounds) shall not be installed in food preparation and storage
areas. Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health prefers GCDs to be installed
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outside. GCDs shall be installed such that all access points or manholes are readily accessible for
inspection, cleaning and removal of all contents. GCDs located outdoors shall be installed in
such a manner so as to exclude the entrance of surface and stormwater. (CPC 1009.5)
All large, in-ground interceptors shall have a minimum of three manholes to allow visibility of
each inlet piping, baffle (divider) wall, baffle piping and outlet piping. The plans shall clearly
indicate the number of proposed manholes on the GCD. The Environmental Compliance
Division of Public Works Department may authorize variances which allow GCDs with less than
three manholes due to manufacture available options or adequate visibility.
Sample boxes shall be installed downstream of all GCDs.
All GCDs shall be fitted with relief vent(s). (CPC 1002.2 & 1004)
GCD(s) installed in vehicle traffic areas shall be rated and indicated on plans.

B. Drainage Fixture Requirements, PAMC Section 16.09.075 & Cited Building/Plumbing Codes
• To ensure all FSE drainage fixtures are connected to the correct drain lines, each drainage
fixture shall be clearly labeled on the plans. A list of all fixtures and their discharge connection,
i.e. sanitary sewer or grease waste line, shall be included on the plans.
• A list indicating all connections to each proposed GCD shall be included on the plans. This can
be incorporated into the sizing calculation.
• All grease generating drainage fixtures shall connect to a GCD. These include but are not limited
to:
a. Pre-rinse (scullery) sinks
b. Three compartment sinks (pot sinks)
c. Drainage fixtures in dishwashing room except for dishwashers shall connect to a GCD
d. Examples: trough drains (small drains prior to entering a dishwasher), small drains on
busing counters adjacent to pre-rinse sinks or silverware soaking sinks
e. Floor drains in dishwashing area and kitchens
f. Prep sinks
g. Mop (janitor) sinks
h. Outside areas designated for equipment washing shall be covered and any drains
contained therein shall connect to a GCD.
i. Drains in trash/recycling enclosures
j. Wok stoves, rotisserie ovens/broilers or other grease generating cooking equipment
with drip lines
k. Kettles and tilt/braising pans and associated floor drains/sinks
• The connection of any high temperature discharge lines and non-grease generating drainage
fixtures to a GCD is prohibited. The following shall not be connected to a GCD:
a. Dishwashers
b. Steamers
c. Pasta cookers
d. Hot lines from buffet counters and kitchens
e. Hand sinks
f. Ice machine drip lines
g. Soda machine drip lines
h. Drainage lines in bar areas
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No garbage disposers (grinders) shall be installed in a FSE. (PAMC 16.09.075(d)).
Plumbing lines shall not be installed above any cooking, food preparation and storage areas.
Each drainage fixture discharging into a GCD shall be individually trapped and vented. (CPC
1014.5)

C. Covered Dumpsters, Recycling and Tallow Bin Areas PAMC, 16.09.075(q)(2)
• Newly constructed and remodeled FSEs shall include a covered area for all dumpsters, bins,
carts or container used for the collection of trash, recycling, food scraps and waste cooking fats,
oils and grease (FOG) or tallow.
• The area shall be designed and shown on plans to prevent water run-on to the area and runoff
from the area.
• Drains that are installed within the enclosure for recycle and waste bins, dumpsters and tallow
bins serving FSEs are optional. Any such drain installed shall be connected to a GCD.
• If tallow is to be stored outside then an adequately sized, segregated space for a tallow bin shall
be included in the covered area.
• These requirements shall apply to remodeled or converted facilities to the extent that the
portion of the facility being remodeled is related to the subject of the requirement.
D. Large Item Cleaning Sink, PAMC 16.09.075(m)(2)(B)
• FSEs shall have a sink or other area drain which is connected to a GCD and large enough for
cleaning the largest kitchen equipment such as floor mats, containers, carts, etc.
Recommendation: Generally, sinks or cleaning areas larger than a typical mop/janitor sink are
more useful.
E. GCD sizing criteria and an example of a GCD sizing calculation (2007 CPC)
Sizing Criteria:
Drain Fixtures

GCD Sizing:
Total DFUs

DFUs

Pre-rinse sink
3 compartment sink
2 compartment sink
Prep sink
Mop/Janitorial sink
Floor drain
Floor sink

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Example GCD Sizing
Calculation:
Quantity
1

Drainage Fixture &
Item Number

DFUs

Total

Pre-rinse sink, Item
1

4

4

8
21
35
90
172
216

GCD Volume
(gallons)
500
750
1,000
1,250
1,500
2,000
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Example GCD Sizing
Calculation:
Quantity
1
2
1
1
1
1
4

Drainage Fixture &
Item Number

DFUs

Total

3 compartment
sink, Item 2
Prep sinks, Item 3 &
Floor sink, Item
4
Mop sink, Item 5
Floor trough, Item 6
& tilt skillet,
Item 7
Floor trough, Item 6
& steam kettle,
Item 8
Floor sink, Item 4 &
wok stove, Item
9
Floor drains
1,000 gallon GCD
minimum sized

3

3

3

6

3
2

3
2

2

2

2

2

2
Total:

8
30

Recycling
40. Please ensure that the interior of this facility complies with Municipal Code 5.20.108 (see
attachment provided). Public area restrooms must have color-coded labeled compost service for
paper towels and garbage service for any diaper changing stations. If the dining and coffee shop
areas are self-service (no hotel wait staff) then waste stations must be available to patrons. The
waste stations must have 3-sort color-coded labeled containers for garbage (black), recycling (blue)
and compost (green). Kitchen area must have the appropriate number of 3-sort color-coded
labeled waste stations for garbage, recycling and compost. The fitness area should have the
appropriate waste containers, as needed (recycle for water bottles and compost for paper
towels/tissues). Guest rooms must also have 3-sort color-coded labeled containers for garbage
(black), recycling (blue) and compost (green).
41. Ensure that the trash enclosure is large enough to accommodate at least 3 bins sized 3 or 4 cubic
yards, plus room for customer access and maneuverability. See Enclosure Guidelines for bins
dimensions.
Electrical Utilities
42. Industrial and large commercial customers must allow sufficient lead-time for Electric Utility
Engineering and Operations (typically 8-12 weeks after advance engineering fees have been paid)
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to design and construct the electric service requested.
43. A completed Utility Service Application and a full set of plans must be included with all applications
involving electrical work. The Application must be included with the preliminary submittal.
44. The applicant shall submit a request to disconnect all existing utility services and/or meters
including a signed affidavit of vacancy, on the form provided by the Building Inspection Division.
Utilities will be disconnected or removed within 10 working days after receipt of request. The
demolition permit will be issued after all utility services and/or meters have been disconnected and
removed.
45. All utility meters, lines, transformers, backflow preventers, and any other required equipment shall
be shown on the landscape and irrigation plans and shall show that no conflict will occur between
the utilities and landscape materials. In addition, all aboveground equipment shall be screened in a
manner that is consistent with the building design and setback requirements.
46. Contractors and developers shall obtain permit from the Department of Public Works before
digging in the street right-of-way. This includes sidewalks, driveways and planter strips.
47. At least 48 hours prior to starting any excavation, the customer must call Underground Service
Alert (USA) at 1-800-227-2600 to have existing underground utilities located and marked. The areas
to be checked for underground facility marking shall be delineated with white paint. All USA
markings shall be removed by the customer or contractor when construction is complete.
48. The customer is responsible for installing all on-site substructures (conduits, boxes and pads)
required for the electric service. No more than 270 degrees of bends are allowed in a secondary
conduit run. All conduits must be sized according to California Electric Code requirements and no
1/2 – inch size conduits are permitted. All off-site substructure work will be constructed by the City
at the customer’s expense. Where mutually agreed upon by the City and the Applicant, all or part
of the off-site substructure work may be constructed by the Applicant.
49. All primary electric conduits shall be concrete encased with the top of the encasement at the depth
of 30 inches. No more than 180 degrees of bends are allowed in a primary conduit run. Conduit
runs over 500 feet in length require additional pull boxes.
50. All new underground conduits and substructures shall be installed per City standards and shall be
inspected by the Electrical Underground Inspector before backfilling.
51. For services larger than 1600 amps, a transition cabinet as the interconnection point between the
utility’s padmount transformer and the customer’s main switchgear may be required. See City of
Palo Alto Utilities Standard Drawing SR-XF-E-1020. The cabinet design drawings must be submitted
to the Electric Utility Engineering Division for review and approval.
52. For underground services, no more than four (4) 750 MCM conductors per phase can be connected
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to the transformer secondary terminals; otherwise, bus duct or x-flex cable must be used for
connections to padmount transformers. If customer installs a bus duct directly between the
transformer secondary terminals and the main switchgear, the installation of a transition cabinet
will not be required.
53. The customer is responsible for installing all underground electric service conductors, bus duct,
transition cabinets, and other required equipment. The installation shall meet the California Electric
Code and the City Standards.
54. Meter and switchboard requirements shall be in accordance with Electric Utility Service Equipment
Requirements Committee (EUSERC) drawings accepted by Utility and CPA standards for meter
installations.
55. Shop/factory drawings for switchboards (400A and greater) and associated hardware must be
submitted for review and approval prior to installing the switchgear to:
Gopal Jagannath, P.E.
Supervising Electric Project Engineer
Utilities Engineering (Electrical)
1007 Elwell Court
Palo Alto, CA 94303
56. For 400A switchboards only, catalog cut sheets may be substituted in place of factory drawings.
57. All new underground electric services shall be inspected and approved by both the Building
Inspection Division and the Electrical Underground Inspector before energizing.
58. The customer shall provide as-built drawings showing the location of all switchboards, conduits
(number and size), conductors (number and size), splice boxes, vaults and switch/transformer pads.
59. The follow must be completed before Utilities will make the connection to the utility system and
energize the service:
• All fees must be paid.
• All required inspections have been completed and approved by both the Building Inspection
Division and the Electrical Underground Inspector.
• All Special Facilities contracts or other agreements need to be signed by the City and applicant.
• Easement documents must be completed.
Utilities WGW
PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF DEMOLITION PERMIT
60. Prior to demolition, the applicant shall submit the existing water/wastewater fixture unit loads
(and building as-built plans to verify the existing loads) to determine the capacity fee credit for the
existing load. If the applicant does not submit loads and plans they may not receive credit for the
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existing water/wastewater fixtures.
61. The applicant shall submit a request to disconnect all utility services and/or meters including a
signed affidavit of vacancy. Utilities will be disconnected or removed within 10 working days after
receipt of request. The demolition permit will be issued by the building inspection division after all
utility services and/or meters have been disconnected and removed.
FOR BUILDING PERMIT
62. The applicant shall submit a completed water-gas-wastewater service connection application - load
sheet per parcel/lot for City of Palo Alto Utilities. The applicant must provide all the information
requested for utility service demands (water in fixture units/g.p.m., gas in b.t.u.p.h, and sewer in
fixture units/g.p.d.). The applicant shall provide the existing (prior) loads, the new loads, and the
combined/total loads (the new loads plus any existing loads to remain).
63. The applicant shall submit improvement plans for utility construction. The plans must show the size
and location of all underground utilities within the development and the public right of way
including meters, backflow preventers, fire service requirements, sewer mains, sewer cleanouts,
sewer lift stations and any other required utilities. Plans for new wastewater laterals and mains
need to include new wastewater pipe profiles showing existing potentially conflicting utilities
especially storm drain pipes, electric and communication duct banks. Existing duct banks need to
be daylighted by potholing to the bottom of the ductbank to verify cross section prior to plan
approval and starting lateral installation. Plans for new storm drain mains and laterals need to
include profiles showing existing potential conflicts with sewer, water and gas.
64. The applicant shall submit improvement plans for utility construction. The plans must show the size
and location of all underground utilities within the development and the public right of way
including meters, backflow preventers, fire service requirements, sewer mains, sewer cleanouts,
sewer lift stations and any other required utilities.
65. CPAU recommends the water, gas, and wastewater utilities connection shall be connected to mains
on Hansen Way.
66. The applicant must show on the site plan the existence of any auxiliary water supply, (i.e. water
well, gray water, recycled water, rain catchment, water storage tank, etc).
67. The applicant shall be responsible for installing and upgrading the existing utility mains and/or
services as necessary to handle anticipated peak loads. This responsibility includes all costs
associated with the design and construction for the installation/upgrade of the utility mains and/or
services.
68. An approved reduced pressure principle assembly (RPPA backflow preventer device) is required for
all existing and new water connections from Palo Alto Utilities to comply with requirements of
California administrative code, title 17, sections 7583 through 7605 inclusive. The RPPA shall be
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installed on the owner's property and directly behind the water meter within 5 feet of the property
line. RPPA’s for domestic service shall be lead free. Show the location of the RPPA on the plans.
69. An approved reduced pressure detector assembly is required for the existing or new water
connection for the fire system to comply with requirements of California administrative code, title
17, sections 7583 through 7605 inclusive (a double detector assembly may be allowed for existing
fire sprinkler systems upon the CPAU’s approval). reduced pressure detector assemblies shall be
installed on the owner's property adjacent to the property line, within 5’ of the property line. Show
the location of the reduced pressure detector assembly on the plans.
70. All backflow preventer devices shall be approved by the WGW engineering division. Inspection by
the utilities cross connection inspector is required for the supply pipe between the meter and the
assembly.
71. The applicant shall pay the capacity fees and connection fees associated with new utility service/s
or added demand on existing services. The approved relocation of services, meters,hydrants, or
other facilities will be performed at the cost of the person/entity requesting the relocation.
72. Each unit or place of business shall have its own water and gas meter shown on the plans. Each
parcel shall have its own water service, gas service and sewer lateral connection shown on the
plans.
73. A new water service line installation for domestic usage is required. For service connections of 4inch through 8-inch sizes, the applicant's contractor must provide and install a concrete vault with
meter reading lid covers for water meter and other required control equipment in accordance with
the utilities standard detail. Show the location of the new water service and meter on the plans.
(water services should be connected to water main on Hensen Way)
74. A new water service line installation for fire system usage is required. Show the location of the new
water service on the plans. The applicant shall provide to the engineering department a copy of the
plans for fire system including all fire department's requirements.
75. A new gas service line installation is required. Show the new gas meter location on the plans. The
gas meter location must conform to utilities standard details (above ground gas meter system is
prefer).
76. A new sewer lateral installation per lot is required. Show the location of the new sewer lateral on
the plans
77. The applicant shall secure a public utilities easement for facilities installed in private property. The
applicant's engineer shall obtain, prepare, record with the county of Santa Clara, and provide the
utilities engineering section with copies of the public utilities easement across the adjacent parcels
as is necessary to serve the development.
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78. Where public mains are installed in private streets/PUEs for business/condominium and town
home projects the CC&Rs and final map shall include the statement: “Public Utility Easements: If
the City’s reasonable use of the Public Utility Easements, which are shown as P.U.E on the Map,
results in any damage to the private/Common Area, then it shall be the responsibility of the
Business/Association, and not of the City, to Restore the affected portion(s) of the
Private/Common Area. This Section may not be amended without the prior written consent of the
City”.
79. All existing water and wastewater services that will not be reused shall be abandoned at the main
per WGW utilities procedures (abandoned by CPAU).
80. Utility vaults, transformers, utility cabinets, concrete bases, or other structures cannot be placed
over existing water, gas or wastewater mains/services. Maintain 1’ horizontal clear separation from
the vault/cabinet/concrete base to existing utilities as found in the field. If there is a conflict with
existing utilities, Cabinets/vaults/bases shall be relocated from the plan location as needed to meet
field conditions. Trees may not be planted within 10 feet of existing water, gas or wastewater
mains/services or meters. New water, gas or wastewater services/meters may not be installed
within 10’ or existing trees. Maintain 10’ between new trees and new water, gas and wastewater
services/mains/meters.
81. To install new gas service by directional boring, the applicant is required to have a sewer cleanout
at the front of the building. This cleanout is required so the sewer lateral can be videoed for
verification of no damage after the gas service is installed by directional boring.
82. All utility installations shall be in accordance with the City of Palo Alto current utility standards for
water, gas & wastewater.
83. The applicant shall obtain an encroachment permit from Caltrans for all utility work in the El
Camino Real right-of-way. The applicant must provide a copy of the permit to the WGW
engineering section.
PUBLIC WORKS URBAN FORESTRY SECTION
PRIOR TO DEMOLITION, BUILDING OR GRADING PERMIT ISSUANCE
84. BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTAL- PROJECT ARBORIST CERTIFICATION LETTER. Prior to submittal for
staff review, attach a Project Arborist Certification Letter that he/she has; (a) reviewed the entire
building permit plan set submittal and, (b)* verified all his/her updated TPR mitigation measures
and changes are incorporated in the plan set, (c) affirm that ongoing Contractor/Project Arborist
site monitoring inspections and reporting have been arranged with the contractor or owner (see
Sheet T-1) and, (d) understands that design revisions (site or plan changes) within a TPZ will be
routed to Project Arborist/Contractor for review prior to approval from City.
* (b above) Other information. The Building Permit submittal set shall be accompanied by the
project site arborist’s typed certification letter that the plans have incorporated said design
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changes for consistency with City Standards, Regulations and information:
a. Applicant/project arborist’s final revised Tree Protection Report (TPR) with said design
changes and corresponding mitigation measures. (e.g.: if Pier/grade beam=soils report w/
specs required by Bldg. Div.; if Standard foundation= mitigation for linear 24” cut to all roots
in proximity)
b. Palo Alto Tree Technical Manual Construction Standards, Section 2.00 and PAMC 8.10.080.
c. Specialty items. Itemized list of any activity impact--quantified and mitigated, in the Tree
Protection Zone (TPZ) for each tree.
d. Oaks, if present. That landscape and irrigation plans are consistent with CPA Tree Technical
Manual, Section 5.45 and Appendix L, Landscaping under Native Oaks and PAMC 18.40.130.
85. BUILDING PERMIT CORRECTIONS/REVISIONS--COVER LETTER. During plan check review, provide a
separate cover letter with Correction List along with the revised drawings when resubmitting. State
where the significant tree impacts notes occur (bubble) and indicate the sheet number and/or
detail where the correction has been made. Provide: 1) corresponding revision number and 2)
bubble or highlights for easy reference. Responses such as “see plans or report” or “plans comply”
are not acceptable. Your response should be clear and complete to assist the re-check and
approval process for your project.
86. TREE APPRAISAL & SECURITY DEPOSIT AGREEMENT. (Reference: CPA Tree Technical Manual,
Section 6.25). Prior to the issuance of a grading or building permit, the applicant shall prepare and
secure a tree appraisal and security deposit agreement stipulating the duration and monitoring
program. The appraisal of the condition and replacement value of all trees to remain shall
recognize the location of each tree in the proposed development. Listed separately, the appraisal
may be part of the Tree Survey Report. For the purposes of a security deposit agreement, the
monetary market or replacement value shall be determined using the most recent version of the
“Guide for Plan Appraisal”, in conjunction with the Species and Classification Guide for Northern
California. The appraisal shall be performed at the applicant’s expense, and the appraiser shall be
subject to the Director’s approval.
a. SECURITY DEPOSIT AGREEMENT. Prior to grading or building permit issuance, the applicant shall
post a security deposit for the 150% of the appraised replacement value of the Designated
Trees: (ID numbers to be determined), to be retained and protected.. The total amount for this
project is: $__To Be Determined with Urban Forestry staff. The security may be a cash deposit,
letter of credit, or surety bond and shall be filed with the Revenue Collections/Finance
Department or in a form satisfactory to the City Attorney.
b. SECURITY DEPOSIT & MONITORING PROGRAM. The project sponsor shall provide to the City of
Palo Alto an annual tree evaluation report prepared by the project arborist or other qualified
certified arborist, assessing the condition and recommendations to correct potential tree
decline for trees remain and trees planted as part of the mitigation program. The monitoring
program shall end two years from date of final occupancy, unless extended due to tree
mortality and replacement, in which case a new two-year monitoring program and annual
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evaluation report for the replacement tree shall begin. Prior to occupancy, a final report and
assessment shall be submitted for City review and approval. The final report shall summarize
the Tree Resources program, documenting tree or site changes to the approved plans, update
status of tree health and recommend specific tree care maintenance practices for the property
owner(s). The owner or project sponsor shall call for a final inspection by the Planning Division
Arborist.
c. SECURITY DEPOSIT DURATION. The security deposit duration period shall be two years (or five
years if determined by the Director) from the date of final occupancy. Return of the security
guarantee shall be subject to City approval of the final monitoring report. A tree shall be
considered dead when the main leader has died back, 25% of the crown is dead or if major
trunk or root damage is evident. A new tree of equal or greater appraised value shall be
planted in the same area by the property owner. Landscape area and irrigation shall be
readapted to provide optimum growing conditions for the replacement tree. The replacement
tree that is planted shall be subject to a new two-year establishment and monitoring
program. The project sponsor shall provide an annual tree evaluation report as originally
required.
87. PLAN SET REQUIREMENTS. The final Plans submitted for building permit shall include
a.

SHEET T-1, BUILDING PERMIT. The building permit plan set will include the City’s full-sized,
Sheet T-1 (Tree Protection-it's Part of the Plan!), available on the Development Center
website at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/31783. The Applicant
shall complete and sign the Tree Disclosure Statement and recognize the Project Arborist
Tree Activity Inspection Schedule. Monthly reporting to Urban Forestry/Contractor is
mandatory. (Insp. #1: applies to all projects; with tree preservation report: Insp. #2-6 applies;
with landscape plan: Insp. #7 applies.)

b.

The Tree Preservation Report (TPR). All sheets of the Applicant’s TPR approved by the City for
full implementation by Contractor, ArborResources, Inc., shall be printed on numbered Sheet
T-1 (T-2, T-3, etc) and added to the sheet index.

88. PLANS--SHOW PROTECTIVE TREE FENCING. The Plan Set (esp. site, demolition, grading & drainage,
foundation, irrigation, tree disposition, utility sheets, etc.) must delineate/show Type I or Type II
fencing around each Regulated Trees, using a bold dashed line enclosing the Tree Protection Zone
as shown on Standard Dwg. #605, Sheet T-1, and the City Tree Technical Manual, Section 6.35-Site
Plans; or using the Project Arborist’s unique diagram for each Tree Protection Zone enclosure.
89. SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS: Plans with Public Trees shall show (a) Type II street tree fencing
enclosing the entire parkway strip or, (b) Type I protection to the outer branch dripline (for rolled
curb & sidewalk or no-sidewalk situations.)
c. Add Site Plan Notes.)
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i. Note #1. Apply to the site plan stating, "All tree protection and inspection schedule
measures, design recommendations, watering and construction scheduling shall be
implemented in full by owner and contractor, as stated on Sheet T-1, in the Tree
Protection Report and the approved plans”.
ii. Note #2. All civil plans, grading plans, irrigation plans, site plans and utility plans and
relevant sheets shall add a note applying to the trees to be protected,
including neighboring trees stating: "Regulated Tree--before working in this area
contact the Project Site Arborist at 650-654-3351 ";
iii. Note #3. Utility (sanitary sewer/gas/water/backflow/electric/storm drain) plan
sheets shall include the following note: “Utility trenching shall not occur within the
TPZ of the protected tree. Contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that no
trenching occurs within the TPZ of the protected tree by contractors, City crews or
final landscape workers. See sheet T-1 for instructions.”
iv. Note #4. “Basement or foundation plan. Soils Report and Excavation for basement
construction within the TPZ of a protected tree shall specify a vertical cut (stitch piers
may be necessary) in order to avoid over-excavating into the tree root zone. Any
variance from this procedure requires Urban Forestry approval, please call (650) 4965953.”
v. Note #5. “Pruning Restrictions. No pruning or clearance cutting of branches is
permitted on City trees. Contractor shall obtain a Public Tree Permit from Urban
Forestry (650-496-5953) for any work on Public Trees”
90. TREE REMOVAL—PROTECTED & RIGHT-OF-WAY TREES. Existing trees (Publicly-owned or Protected)
to be removed, as shown accurately located on all site plans, require approval by the Urban
Forestry Tree Care Permit prior to issuance of any building, demolition or grading permit. Must also
be referenced in the required Street Work Permit from Public Works Engineering.
d. Add plan note for each tree to be removed, “Tree Removal. Contractor shall obtain a
completed Urban Forestry Tree Care Permit # _____________ (contractor to complete)
separate from the Building or Street Work Permit. Permit notice hanger and conditions
apply. Contact (650-496-5953).”
e. Copy the approval. The completed Tree Care Permit shall be printed on Sheet T-2, or
specific approval communication from staff clearly copied directly on the relevant plan
sheet. The same Form is used for public or private Protected tree removal requests
available from the Urban Forestry webpage:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/trees/default.asp
91. LANDSCAPE PLANS
f. Include all changes recommended from civil engineer, architect and staff, including planting
specifications if called for by the project arborist,
g. Provide a detailed landscape and irrigation plan encompassing on-and off-site plantable
areas out to the curb as approved by the Architectural Review Board. A Landscape Water
Use statement, water use calculations and a statement of design intent shall be submitted
for the project. A licensed landscape architect and qualified irrigation consultant will
prepare these plans, to include:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

ix.

x.

All existing trees identified both to be retained and removed including street trees.
Complete plant list indicating tree and plant species, quantity, size, and locations.
Irrigation schedule and plan.
Fence locations.
Lighting plan with photometric data.
Trees to be retained shall be irrigated, aerated and maintained as necessary to
ensure survival.
All new trees planted within the public right-of-way shall be installed per Public
Works (PW) Standard Planting Diagram #603 or 604 (include on plans), and shall
have a tree pit dug at least twice the diameter of the root ball.
Landscape plan shall include planting preparation details for trees specifying digging
the soil to at least 30-inches deep, backfilled with a quality topsoil and dressing with
2-inches of wood or bark mulch on top of the root ball keeping clear of the trunk by
1-inch.
Automatic irrigation shall be provided to all trees. For trees, Standard Dwg. #513
shall be included on the irrigation plans and show two bubbler heads mounted on
flexible tubing placed at the edge of the root ball. Bubblers shall not be mounted
inside an aeration tube. The tree irrigation system shall be connected to a separate
valve from other shrubbery and ground cover, pursuant to the City's Landscape
Water Efficiency Standards. Irrigation in the right-of-way requires a street work
permit per CPA Public Works standards.
Landscape Plan shall ensure the backflow device is adequately obscured with the
appropriate screening to minimize visibility (planted shrubbery is preferred, painted
dark green, decorative boulder covering acceptable; wire cages are discouraged).

h. Add Planting notes to include the following mandatory criteria:
i. Prior to any planting, all plantable areas shall be tilled to 12” depth, and all
construction rubble and stones over 1” or larger shall be removed from the site.
ii. Note a turf-free zone around trees 36” diameter (18” radius) for best tree
performance.
i. Add note for Mandatory Landscape Architect (LA) Inspections and Verification to the City.
The LA of record shall verify the performance measurements are achieved with a separate
letters of verification to City Planning staff, in addition to owner’s representative for each of
the following:
i. All the above landscape plan and tree requirements are in the Building Permit set of
plans.
ii. Percolation & drainage checks have been performed and are acceptable.
iii. Fine grading inspection of all plantable areas has been personally inspected for
tilling depth, rubble removal, soil test amendments are mixed and irrigation
trenching will not cut through any tree roots.
iv. Tree and Shrub Planting Specifications, including delivered stock, meets Standards in
the CPA Tree Technical Manual, Section 3.30-3.50. Girdling roots and previously
topped trees are subject to rejection.
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92. TREE PROTECTION VERIFICATION. Prior to demolition, grading or building permit issuance, a
written verification from the contractor that the required protective fencing is in place shall be
submitted to the Building Inspections Division. The fencing shall contain required warning sign and
remain in place until final inspection of the project.
DURING CONSTRUCTION
93. EXCAVATION RESTRICTIONS APPLY (TTM, Sec. 2.20 C & D). Any approved grading, digging or
trenching beneath a tree canopy shall be performed using ‘air-spade’ method as a preference, with
manual hand shovel as a backup. For utility trenching, including sewer line, roots exposed with
diameter of 1.5 inches and greater shall remain intact and not be damaged. If directional boring
method is used to tunnel beneath roots, then Table 2-1, Trenching and Tunneling Distance, shall be
printed on the final plans to be implemented by Contractor.
94. PLAN CHANGES. Revisions and/or changes to plans before or during construction shall be
reviewed and responded to by the (a) project site arborist, ArborResources, (650-496-5953, or (b)
landscape architect with written letter of acceptance before submitting the revision to the Building
Department for review by Planning, PW or Urban Forestry.
95. CONDITIONS. All Planning Department conditions of approval for the project shall be printed on the
plans submitted for building permit.
96. TREE PROTECTION COMPLIANCE. The owner and contractor shall implement all protection and
inspection schedule measures, design recommendations and construction scheduling as stated in
the TPR & Sheet T-1, and is subject to code compliance action pursuant to PAMC 8.10.080. The
required protective fencing shall remain in place until final landscaping and inspection of the
project. Project arborist approval must be obtained and documented in the monthly activity report
sent to the City. The mandatory Contractor and Arborist Monthly Tree Activity Report shall be sent
monthly to the City (pwps@cityofpaloalto.org) beginning with the initial verification approval, using
the template in the Tree Technical Manual, Addendum 11.
97. TREE DAMAGE. Tree Damage, Injury Mitigation and Inspections apply to Contractor. Reporting,
injury mitigation measures and arborist inspection schedule (1-5) apply pursuant to TTM, Section
2.20-2.30. Contractor shall be responsible for the repair or replacement of any publicly owned or
protected trees that are damaged during the course of construction, pursuant to Title 8 of the Palo
Alto Municipal Code, and city Tree Technical Manual, Section 2.25.
98. GENERAL. The following general tree preservation measures apply to all trees to be retained: No
storage of material, topsoil, vehicles or equipment shall be permitted within the tree enclosure
area. The ground under and around the tree canopy area shall not be altered. Trees to be retained
shall be irrigated, aerated and maintained as necessary to ensure survival.
PRIOR TO OCCUPANCY
99. URBAN FORESTRY DIGITAL FILE & INSPECTION. The applicant or architect shall provide a digital file
of the landscape plan, including new off-site trees in the publicly owned right-of-way. A USB Flash
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Drive, with CAD or other files that show species, size and exact scaled location of each tree on
public property, shall be delivered to Urban Forestry at a tree and landscape inspection scheduled
by Urban Forestry (650-496-5953).
100. LANDSCAPE CERTIFICATION LETTER. The Planning Department shall be in receipt of a
verification letter that the Landscape Architect has inspected all trees, shrubs, planting and
irrigation and that they are installed and functioning as specified in the approved plans.
101. PROJECT ARBORIST CERTIFICATION LETTER. Prior to written request for temporary or final
occupancy, the contractor shall provide to the Planning Department and property owner a final
inspection letter by the Project Arborist. The inspection shall evaluate the success or needs of
Regulated tree protection, including new landscape trees, as indicated on the approved plans. The
written acceptance of successful tree preservation shall include a photograph record and/or
recommendations for the health, welfare, mitigation remedies for injuries (if any). The final report
may be used to navigate any outstanding issues, concerns or security guarantee return process,
when applicable.
102. PLANNING INSPECTION. Prior to final sign off, contractor or owner shall contact the city planner
(650-329-2441) to inspect and verify Special Conditions relating to the conditions for structures,
fixtures, colors and site plan accessories.
POST CONSTRUCTION
103. MAINTENANCE. All landscape and trees shall be maintained, watered, fertilized, and pruned
according to Best Management Practices-Pruning (ANSI A300-2008 or current version) and the City
Tree Technical Manual, Section 5.00. Any vegetation that dies shall be replaced or failed automatic
irrigation repaired by the current property owner within 30 days of discovery.
GREEN BUILDING
104. Green Building Requirements for Non-Residential Projects. For design and construction of
non-residential projects, the City requires compliance with the mandatory measures of Chapter 5,
in addition to use of the Voluntary Tiers. (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The following are required for
Building Approval:
105. The project is a new nonresidential construction project greater than 1,000 square feet and
therefore must comply with California Green Building Standards Code Mandatory plus Tier 2
requirements, as applicable to the scope of work. PAMC 6.14.180 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013).
The project applicant shall indicate the requirements on the Permit Plans. The submittal
requirements are outlined here: www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/ds/green_building/default.asp.
106. The project is a new building over 10,000 square feet and therefore must meet the
commissioning requirements outlined in the California Energy Code section. The project team shall
submit the Owner’s Project Requirements (OPR), and Basis of Design (BOD), and Commissioning
Plan in accordance with 5.410.2.3.
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107. The project is a nonresidential projects exceeding $100,000 valuation and therefore must
acquire an Energy STAR Portfolio Manager Rating and submit the rating to the City of Palo Alto
once the project has been occupied after 12 months. PAMC 16.14.250 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part),
2013). The Energy Star Project Profile shall be submitted to the Building Department prior to
permit issuance. Submittal info can be found at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/business/benchmarking_your_building.asp.
108. The project is a nonresidential new construction projects with a landscape of any size
included in the project scope and therefore must comply with Potable water reduction Tier 2.
Documentation is required to demonstrate that the Estimated Total Water Use (ETWU) falls within
a Maximum Applied Water Allowance (MAWA) using the appropriate evapotranspiration
adjustment factor (ETAF) designated by the prescribed potable water reduction tier. PAMC
16.14.220 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The project applicant shall indicate the requirements on the
Permit Plans. The submittal requirements are outlined on the following site:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/residents/resrebate/landscape.asp.
109. The project is outside the boundaries of the recycled water project area and is greater than
1,000 square feet and therefore must install recycled water infrastructure for irrigation systems.
PAMC 16.14.230 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The project applicant shall indicate the requirements
on the Permit Plans.
110. The project is either new construction or a rehabilitated landscape and is greater than 1,000
square feet and therefore must install a dedicated irrigation meter related to the recycled water
infrastructure. PAMC 16.14.230 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The project applicant shall indicate the
requirements on the Permit Plans.
111. The project includes a new or altered irrigation system and therefore must be designed and
installed to prevent water waste due to overspray, low head drainage, or other conditions where
water flows onto adjacent property, non-irrigated areas, walks, roadways, parking lots, or
structures. PA 16.14.300 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013).
112. The project includes a new or altered irrigation system and therefore the irrigation must be
scheduled between 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 a.m. unless weather conditions prevent it. Operation of
the irrigation system outside the normal watering window is allowed for auditing and system
maintenance. Total annual applied water shall be less than or equal to maximum applied water
allowance (MAWA) as calculated per the potable water use reduction tier. PAMC 16.14.310 (Ord.
5220 § 1 (part), 2013). ). The project applicant shall indicate the requirements on the Permit Plans.
113. The project is a nonresidential new construction project and has a value exceeding $25,000
and therefore must meet Enhanced Construction Waste Reduction Tier 2. PAMC 16.14.240 (Ord.
5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The project shall use the Green Halo System to document the requirements.
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114. The project includes non-residential demolition and therefore must meet the Enhanced
Construction Waste Reduction - Tier 2. PAMC 16.14.270 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part), 2013). The project
shall use the Green Halo System to document the requirements.
115. The project is a new non-residential structure and therefore must comply with the City of Palo
Alto Electric Vehicle Charging Ordinance 5263. The project shall provide Conduit Only, EVSE-Ready
Outlet, or EVSE Installed for at least 25% of parking spaces, among which at least 5% (and no fewer
than one) shall be EVSE Installed. The requirements shall be applied separately to accessible
parking spaces. See Ordinance 5263 for EVSE definitions, minimum circuit capacity, and design
detail requirements. PAMC 16.14.380 (Ord. 5263 § 1 (part), 2013) See
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/43818 for additional details.
The following are required at Post-Construction after 12 months of occupancy.
116. The project is a nonresidential projects exceeding $100,000 valuation and therefore must
acquire an Energy STAR Portfolio Manager Rating and submit the rating to the City of Palo Alto
once the project has been occupied after 12 months. PAMC 16.14.250 (Ord. 5220 § 1 (part),
2013). Submittal info can be found at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/business/benchmarking_your_building.asp.
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Air Quality [Source: Section 4.3.3 of Initial Study]
MM AIR-1: Implementation of the following mitigation
measures would reduce community risk impacts from
construction to a less than significant level.
All mobile diesel-powered off-road equipment larger than
25 horsepower and operating on-site for more than two days
continuously (or 20 hours in total) shall meet U.S. EPA
particulate matter emissions standards for Tier 2 engines
equipped with CARB-certified Level 3 Diesel Particulate
Filters or equivalent.

Implementation:
Project contractor
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment,
BAAQMD

Observation of
conditions by
Building
Inspectors during
construction

During
construction

Pre-construction
surveys to be
conducted by a
qualified
ornithologist for
nesting raptors
and other
migratory birds

No more
than 14 days
prior to
demolition,
grading,
construction
or tree
removal, if
occurring
between
February 1st
and August
31st

Biological Resources [Source: Section 4.4.2 of Initial Study]
MM BIO-1.1: The project owner or designee shall schedule
demolition and construction activities to avoid the nesting
season. The nesting season for most birds, including most
raptors in the San Francisco Bay area extends from February
1st through August 31st.
•

•

If it is not possible to schedule demolition and construction
between September 1st and January 31st to avoid the nesting
season, pre-construction surveys for nesting raptors and
other migratory nesting birds shall be conducted by a
qualified ornithologist, as approved by the City of Palo Alto,
to identify active nests that may be disturbed during project
implementation on-site and within 250 feet of the site.
Projects that commence demolition and/or construction
activities between February 1st and August 31st shall conduct
a pre-construction survey for nesting birds no more than 14
days prior to initiation of construction, demolition activities,
or tree removal.

Implementation:
Project applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, City
of Palo Altoapproved/qualified
ornithologist,
CDFW

Findings shall be
reported to
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment

If an active nest is found in or close enough to the project
area to be disturbed by construction activities, a qualified
ornithologist shall determine the extent of a constructionfree buffer zone (typically 250 feet for raptors and 100 feet
for other birds) around the nest, to ensure that raptor or
migratory bird nests would not be disturbed during ground
disturbing activities. California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW) will notified, as appropriate. The

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

November 2018
Page 1
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

construction-free buffer zones shall be maintained until after
the nesting season has ended and/or the ornithologist has
determined that the nest is no longer active.
•

The ornithologist shall submit a report indicating the results
of the survey and any designated buffer zones to the
satisfaction of the City of Palo Alto prior to any grading,
demolition, and/or building permit.
Cultural Resources [Source: Section 4.5.3 of Initial Study]
Implementation:
Project contractor
MM CUL-1.1: In the event any significant cultural
materials (including fossils) are encountered during
construction grading or excavation, construction within a
radius of 50 feet of the find would be halted, the Director of
Planning shall be notified, and a qualified archaeologist
shall examine the find and make appropriate
recommendations regarding the significance of the find and
the appropriate treatment of the resource. Recommendations
could include collection, recordation, and analysis of any
significant cultural materials. A report of findings
documenting any data recovered during monitoring shall be
submitted to the Director of Planning.

MM CUL-1.2: Pursuant to Section 7050.5 of the Health and
Safety Code, and Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources
Code of the State of California in the event of the discovery
of human remains during construction, there shall be no
further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby
area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains. The
Santa Clara County Coroner shall be notified and shall make
a determination as to whether the remains are Native
American. If the Coroner determines that the remains are not
subject to his authority, he shall notify the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall attempt to identify
descendants of the deceased Native American. If no
satisfactory agreement can be reached as to the disposition
of the remains pursuant to this state law, then the land owner
shall reinter the human remains and items associated with

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, City
of Palo Altoapproved/qualified
archaeologist

Implementation:
Project contractor
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, Santa
Clara County
Coroner, NAHC

Qualified
archaeologist shall
examine any
cultural materials
encountered
during
construction
activities

During
construction

Findings shall be
reported to
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment
Santa Clara
During
County Coroner
construction
shall determine the
status of remains,
if encountered
NAHC shall
identify
descendants of the
deceased, if
remains are Native
American

November 2018
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Native American burials on the property in a location not
subject to further subsurface disturbance. If the Director of
Planning finds that the archaeological find is not a
significant resource, work would resume only after the
submittal of a preliminary archaeological report and after
provisions for reburial and ongoing monitoring are accepted.

MM CUL-2: In the event that a tribal cultural resource is
found during construction, the NAHC will be contacted for
information regarding the appropriate tribe and/or persons to
notify. Once the appropriate tribal representatives are
notified, consultation will take place consistent with AB 52
requirements. Mitigation measures that may be considered
to avoid significant impacts (if there is no agreement on
appropriate mitigation in discussions with the tribal
representative) may include:
• Avoidance and preservation of the resources in place,
including:
- Planning and construction to avoid the resources and
protect the cultural and natural context;
- Planning greenspace, parks, or other open space, to
incorporate the resources with culturally appropriate
protection and management criteria;
• Treating the resource with culturally appropriate dignity,
taking into account the tribal cultural values and meaning
of the resource, including, but not limited to, the
following:
- Preservation in place;
- Protecting the cultural character and integrity of the
resource;

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Submittal and
acceptance of an
archaeological
report to the
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment
Implementation:
Project contractor
and project
applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment,
NAHC

Notification of
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment if
tribal cultural
materials are
encountered

During
construction

Coordination with
NAHC to ensure
appropriate tribal
representatives are
notified
Tribal consultation
to determine
appropriate
mitigation
measures for the
tribal resources
discovered

- Protecting the traditional use of the resource;
- Protecting the confidentiality of the resource;
- Permanent conservation easements or other interests
in real property, with culturally appropriate
management criteria for the purposes of preserving or
utilizing the resources or places.

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

November 2018
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Geology and Soils [Source: Section 4.7.3 of Initial Study]
MM GEO-1: Geotechnical Design Considerations. The
project owner or designee shall implement all the measures
and conditions set forth in the Geotechnical Investigation
prepared by Murray Engineers, Inc. in June 2018 or provide
an acceptable equivalent to the satisfaction of the Director of
Public Works Engineering to reduce hazards related to
expansive or unstable soils. These include but are not
limited to:
-

Foundation design (mat foundation, basement water
proofing, lateral loads, and settlement)

-

Spread footing foundations for detached landscape
improvements

-

Drilled pier foundations (at-grade foundations)

-

Basement retaining walls (mat foundation,
subsurface drainage, lateral load)

-

Slabs-on-grade (at-grade features outside the
basement, exterior slabs)

-

Vapor retarder

-

Flexible pavements (asphaltic concrete)

-

Earthwork (clearing and site preparation, material
for fill, compaction, temporary slopes and
excavations, and surface drainage)

Implementation:
Project contractor
and project
applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto Director
of Public Works
Engineering

Approval of
mitigation
measures and
conditions by the
City of Palo Alto
Director of Public
Works
Engineering

Prior to and
during
construction
activities

Observation of
conditions by
Building
Inspectors during
construction

Hazards and Hazardous Materials [Source: Section 4.9.3 of Initial Study]
MM HAZ-1: A Construction Risk Management Mitigation
Plan shall be developed by the applicant to reduce exposure
of construction workers and surrounding receptors to
contaminated on-site soil, groundwater and soil vapor
during development. Elements of this plan should include
the following:
• Develop a Site Health and Safety Plan that includes
provisions to monitor and protect construction workers
from benzene or TCE-contaminated soil vapor exposure;
• Develop a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan for
construction to prevent or minimize potential
contaminated runoff from on-site soils;

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

Implementation:
Project contractor
and applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment

Approval of
Construction Risk
Management
Mitigation Plan by
Director of
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment

Prior to and
during
construction
activities

Observation of
conditions by
Building

November 2018
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures
• Obtain the relevant underground construction permits and
approvals to ensure that dewatering of contaminated
groundwater and subsequent disposal or reuse of
groundwater is conducted in accordance with local and
state regulations;

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Inspectors during
construction

• Follow recommended dust control measures to reduce
worker and public exposure to on-site contaminants that
may be attached to airborne dust particles;
• Comply with excavation and shoring guidelines regarding
the proper handling, storage, and disposal of
contaminated and/or wet impacted soil to ensure that
workers or nearby residents would not be exposed should
such soils be encountered;
• Characterize and properly reuse or dispose of excavated
soil to ensure that construction workers or nearby
residents are not exposed to contaminated soil;
• Comply with groundwater extraction and disposal
guidelines in order to minimize the volume of extracted
groundwater and ensure that appropriate remediation
occurs.

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

November 2018
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ATTACHMENT D
ZONING COMPARISON TABLE
3200 El Camino Real, 18PLN-00045
Table 1: COMPARISON WITH CHAPTER 18.16 (CS DISTRICT)
Exclusively Non-residential Development Standards
Regulation

Required

Existing

Proposed

Minimum Site Area, width and
depth
Minimum Front Yard

None

0.61 acres (100’ x 258’)

0.61 acres (100’ x 258’)

2 feet

10’-9”

Rear Yard

0-10 feet to create an
8-12 foot effective
sidewalk width (1), (2), (8)
None

5 feet

Interior Side Yard

None

3 feet

10 feet to trash
enclosure/13’-9” to
building
Varies (4’-10” to 10’)

Street Side Yard

None

3 feet

Build-to-lines

Not compliant

Max. Site Coverage

50% of frontage built
to setback on El
Camino Real
33% of side street built
to setback on Hansen
Way (7)
50 feet – see Chapter
20.08 & zoning maps
None

48.3% (13,000 sf)

0 feet (19 foot setback
from curb)
39.8% (10,808 sf)

Max. Building Height

50 feet

25 feet

49’-8”

Max. Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

2.0:1 for hotels
18.18.060(d)

48.35% (283,980 sf)

1.99:1 (53,658 sf)

Special Setback

0 feet (19 foot setback
from curb)
63% (63 feet) along El
Camino Real
52% (135 feet) along
Hansen Way

50 feet

(1) No parking or loading space, whether required or optional, shall be located in the first 10 feet adjoining the street property line of
any required yard.
(2) Any minimum front, street side, or interior yard shall be planted and maintained as a landscaped screen excluding areas required
for access to the site. A solid wall or fence between 5 and 8 feet in height shall be constructed along any common interior lot line..
(6) The initial height and slope shall be identical to those of the most restrictive residential zone abutting the site line in question.
(7) 25 foot driveway access permitted regardless of frontage, build-to requirement does not apply to CC district.
(8) A 12 foot sidewalk width is required along El Camino Real frontage
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Table 1: COMPARISON WITH CHAPTER 18.16 (CS DISTRICT) continued
Exclusively Non-residential Development Standards
Topic
Hours of Operation
(18.16.040 (b))

Requirement
Businesses with activities any time between the hours
of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. shall be required to obtain
a conditional use permit. The director may apply
conditions of approval as are deemed necessary to
assure compatibility with the nearby residentially
zoned property

Proposed
The hotel operates 24
hours daily.

18.16.080 Performance Standards. All development in the CS district shall comply with the performance
criteria outlined in Chapter 18.23 of the Zoning Ordinance, including all mixed use development
18.16.090 Context-Based Design Criteria. As further described in a separate attachment, development in a
commercial district shall be responsible to its context and compatible with adjacent development, and shall
promote the establishment of pedestrian oriented design.
Table 2: CONFORMANCE WITH CHAPTER 18.52 (Off-Street Parking and Loading)
for Hotel
Type
Vehicle Parking

Required
1 per guestroom for a
total of 99 parking
spaces

Existing
22 spaces

Providing additional 24
spaces through valet
operations. Condition
of approval to ensure
valet operations plan is
maintained.

Eating and Drinking – 1
space per 60 sf of
public area and 1 space
per 200 sf of service
area, less up to 75% if
approved by the
Director for shared
use = 4 spaces
Total = 103 spaces
Bicycle Parking

1 per 10 guestrooms
(100% short term)
equals 10 spaces

Proposed
82 spaces

None

10 spaces
*condition of approval
to achieve compliance.

Eating and Drinking - 1
per 600 sf of public
area and 1 space per
200 sf of service
area = 2 spaces
Total = 12 spaces
Loading Space

1 loading spaces for
10,000 - 99,999 sf

1 space

1 space
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The hotel use is subject to the following additional restrictions per PAMC Section 18.16.060(d)
(d) Hotel Regulations
(1) The purpose of these regulations is to allow floor area for development of hotels in excess of floor
area
limitations for other commercial uses, in order to provide a visitor-serving use that results in an
enhanced
business climate, increased transient occupancy tax and sales tax revenue, and other community and
economic benefits to the city.
(2) Hotels, where they are a permitted use, may develop to a maximum FAR of 2.0:1, subject to the
following limitations:
(A) The hotel use must generate transient occupancy tax (TOT) as provided in Chapter 2.33 of
the Palo Alto
Municipal Code; and
(B) No room stays in excess of thirty days are permitted, except where the city council
approves longer
stays through an enforceable agreement with the applicant to provide for compensating
revenues.
(3) Hotels may include residential condominium use, subject to:
(A) No more than twenty-five percent of the floor area shall be devoted to condominium use;
and
(B) No more than twenty-five percent of the total number of lodging units shall be devoted to
condominium use; and
(C) A minimum FAR of 1.0 shall be provided for the hotel/condominium building(s); and
(D) Where residential condominium use is proposed, room stays for other hotel rooms shall
not exceed thirty days.
(4) Violation of this chapter is subject to enforcement action for stays in excess of thirty days not
permitted under the provisions of this chapter, in which case each day of room stay in excess of thirty
days shall constitute a separate violation and administrative penalties shall be assessed pursuant to
Chapters 1.12 and 1.16.
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The following is a summary of design changes made since the last version of Design reviewed by ARB:
1. Site Issues – benches infused into plan along El Camino for public use.
2. Plaza – Opened up more for broader cross views. Café foot print changed to bring café into
plaza more and close to Street. Entry approach to Café off of El Camino widened.
3. Plaza – eliminated green screen wall and propose a wall, water sculptural element on the south
face of the building in the Plaza.
4. Windows – design modifications made to organize windows to more consistent sizing. Recessed
windows more to give more depth and shadow to elevations. Infused the metal screen material
between windows (vertically) to bring the screening material (used at the corner of the building)
into the overall façade
5. Balconies – added 4 guest balconies to the El Camino side of the building on the 4th floor.
6. Balconies – made 3rd and 4th floor “step back areas” on Hansen side into landscaped platforms
(not occupancy balconies).
7. Balcones – made 3rd floor “step back area” on El Camino side into landscaped platform (not
occupancy balconies).
8. Façade – generally the same configuration of plan, setbacks, height and quantities however
more consistency in window sizes and their relief to give more shadow to the façade. We
removed the second floor paint color (light grey) and made it white to match the rest of the
building thus reducing the horizontal “layering” affect. Windows on the north elevation
changed to match the Hansen side thus more interest and character.
9. Roof Eyebrows – Reduced the length of the cantilever on the El Camino side.
10. Roof Eyebrows – elongated the Hansen side eyebrow to the east to gain symmetry and balance
with El Camino side.
11. Southeast Corner of Building:
a. Made Design Changes to distinguish elements on corner:
i. Screen Element now extends from plaza floor to roof parapet and is “framed
symmetrically” with pilasters.
ii. Glass Element on corner (for corner guest rooms) has been changed to a curved
curtain wall element that follows the curvature of the originally proposed metal
facade wall. Curved glass element softens the corner and adds verticality to the
building from plaza floor to the roof. At the same time, the curved glass
element encompasses part of the Café at the Plaza level.
iii. The metal façade wall at the first level of the building remains as does its
curvature at the corner but a portion of the second floor podium, behind the
wall, has been removed to create an open-air space that allows the metal
screen wall and the curved curtain wall glass element to extend from plaza floor
to the roof.
iv. Vertical pilasters “book end” the curved curtain wall glass element from plaza
floor to the roof.
v. Café plan reconfigured to be within the curved curtain wall glass element and be
more “outbound” into the plaza. Café is the same size (area) thus no changes to
related parking requirement or parking spaces provided.
12. Landscaping:
a. Changes made to add plants on balconies at every level.
b. Plant species changed to more native varieties.
c. Pots added to the plaza.
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d. More green screening added to the north side of the building facing neighbor to the
north.
SUMMARY
We have responded to ARB comments by stepping back and relooking at issues in a
comprehensive way. The majority of comments, in my opinion, were seeking clarity of design
and more order to the various components of the building. The current design spreads the use
of elements consistently throughout the façade, namely the screen metal paneling (bubble
pattern) and brings more order to major components of the building (windows and the corner
vertical elements) to where there is distinction and logic to their organization. With respect to
colors, we present the same color palette as seen last time by ARB that seems appropriate as a
backdrop to the large quantity of greenery found at each floor level.
James Heilbronner, President

30 Years of Success!
www.archdim.com
S.F. BAY AREA
300 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Ste. 375
Oakland, CA 94612
TEL. 510.463.8300
CELL. 510.517.2748
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HOTEL PARMANI
.
DESIGN REFINEMENT
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
.
10/04/2018 VS 11/14/2018
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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 9563)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 10/4/2018

Summary Title:

3200 El Camino Real: New Hotel (1st Formal)

Title:

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3200 El Camino Real
[18PLN-00045] Consideration of a Major Architectural Review
to Allow the Demolition for the Existing 16,603 Square Foot
Motel and Construction of a new Four-Story Approximately
53,599 Square Foot Hotel. The Applicant Also Requests a Zone
Change to Remove the Existing 50 Foot Special Setback Along
Hansen Way. Environmental Assessment: An Initial Study is
Being Prepared in Accordance With the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Zoning District: CS (Service
Commercial). For More Information Contact the Project
Planner Sheldon Ah Sing at sahsing@m-group.us.

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Consider the information presented and provide comment and continue item to a
date uncertain.

Report Summary
The purpose of this report is to introduce the formal project and allow the Board to provide
direction on the proposal while the environmental documentation is in process. The project has
been through the Preliminary Review and Pre-Screening processes previously. The project seeks
Architectural Review and Zoning Amendment approval.
The project proposes to demolish the existing two-story motel building on site and develop the
site with a new four-story hotel with a two-level basement garage. The project site includes
100-foot frontage along El Camino Real and 258-foot frontage along Hansen Way. The property
has a 50-foot special setback along Hansen Way, thereby rendering half of the site usable for
new development. The design considers the prior discussion from the Board and the City
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Community Environment
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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Council and assumes elimination of the 50-foot special setback along Hansen Street through a
Zoning Amendment. The project also seeks a 17% reduction in required parking (may be higher
if the coffee shop is open to the public).

Background
On October 1, 2015, the ARB conducted a preliminary review of the project (Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLkk9TeWWBI). There was public and Board comment
that the project was too bulky and its design would benefit from looking at the context of the
surroundings.
On April 4, 2016, the City Council conducted a Pre-Screening for the project with the same
design that was presented to the ARB on October 1, 2015. The Council did not support a
variance for the project, had some concerns about the project design, and requested that it
come back to the Council for further consideration and discussion.
On May 1, 2017, the City Council held its continued Pre-Screening review of the project where
several Council members indicated that the proposed zoning map change was appropriate and
provided feedback regarding the design.
The applicant subsequently applied for a new Preliminary Architectural Review to reflect the
new design concept. On June 15, 2017, the ARB conducted a hearing on the project. The Board
had comments regarding the plaza area as a public focal point. There was interest in seeing
more modulations on the third and fourth floors along the side that faces the Fish Market
property.
Project Information
Owner:
Architect:

Prabhu Corporation c/o Yatin Patel
Architectural Dimensions

Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:
Housing Inventory Site:
Located w/in a Plume:
Protected/Heritage Trees:
Historic Resource(s):

3200 El Camino Real
Stanford Research Park area, adjacent to Ventura neighborhood
100’ x 258’-3” (28,878 square feet)
Not Applicable
Yes
Yes, Street trees
Built in 1947, evaluation in process

Existing Improvement(s):
16,603 sf; Two stories; 25 feet
Existing Land Use(s):
Adjacent Land Uses & North: CS (Commercial/Electronics Repair)
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West: RP (Research & Development)
East: CS (Commercial/Fish Market Restaurant)
South: RP (Offices)

Aerial View of Property:

Source: Digital Globe, US Geological Survey, USDA Farm Service Agency, Google

Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
CS (Service Commercial)
Comp. Plan Designation:
CS (Service Commercial)
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
Yes
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
Not Applicable
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
Not Applicable
Baylands Master Plan:
Not Applicable
El Camino Real Design
Guidelines (1976 / 2002): Yes
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Proximity to Residential
Uses or Districts (150'):
Not Applicable
Located w/in the Airport
Influence Area:
Not Applicable
Prior City Reviews & Action
City Council:
April 4, 2016 (Pre-screening):
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/51665
May 1, 2017 (Pre-screening):
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/57247
PTC:
None
HRB:
None
ARB:
October 1, 2015 (Preliminary):
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/49220
June 15, 2017 (Preliminary):
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=58266

Project Description
The site consists of a single parcel totaling 26,878 square feet. The site is located on the
southwest corner of El Camino Real and Hansen Way (see location map, Attachment A). The
site has a Comprehensive Plan designation of Service Commercial and a zoning designation of
CS Service Commercial. The site includes a 50-foot special setback along Hansen Way. This
special setback is applicable to all properties along Hansen Way.
The project includes the demolition of an existing two-story motel and the construction of a
new four-story 53,598 square foot hotel with two levels of underground parking (80 spaces)
with total of 82 parking spaces provided for the site. To accommodate the development, the
proposal includes elimination of the 50-foot special setback along Hansen Way. The project
would have a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 1.99:1 and a site lot coverage of 39.8%. The project
would include a plaza at the corner intersection of Hansen Way and El Camino Real that would
feature some outdoor seating and have access to a coffee shop (not confirmed whether this is
open to the public). A minor entry into the hotel is located off the plaza and the primary entry is
located along Hansen Way adjacent to the driveway onto the site.
The four-story contemporary-designed hotel includes modulations along the Hansen Way
elevation. At the ground level, a porte cochere provides for vehicular entry and drop off area
leading to the lobby of the hotel. A second story terrace wraps around from the Hansen Way
elevation to the El Camino Real elevation with potted plants. The north elevation, includes
some modulation, however, not as much as the Hansen Way elevation (south). Proposed
materials include stone cladding, stone veneer, painted stucco, vision and spandrel glass with
aluminum frames and metal paneling.
Requested Entitlements, Findings and Purview:
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The following discretionary applications are being requested:
 Architectural Review – Major (AR): The process for evaluating this type of application is
set forth in PAMC 18.77.070. AR applications are reviewed by the ARB and
recommendations are forwarded to the Planning & Community Environment Director
for action within five business days of the Board’s recommendation. Action by the
Director is appealable to the City Council if filed within 14 days of the decision. AR
projects are evaluated against specific findings (Attachment B). However, since this
project includes other actions that require approval by the City Council, the Board will
make their recommendation to the City Council. All findings must be made in the
affirmative to approve the project. Failure to make any one finding requires project
redesign or denial.
 Zoning Amendment (ZA): The elimination of the special setback requires a legislative
action. The process for evaluating this type of application is set forth in PAMC 18.80.
Rezone applications are reviewed by the PTC and recommendations are forwarded to
the City Council.
 Conditional Use Permit—(CUP): Since the hotel will have operations between 10:00pm
and 6:00am daily, the project requires the approval of a CUP. This process for evaluating
a CUP is set forth in PAMC 18.77.060. Typically, the Director of Planning & Community
Environment approves these requests. Since the application includes other action that
require approval by the City Council, this request will be considered by the City Council.

Analysis1
Neighborhood Setting and Character
The project site is located at the entrance to the Stanford Research Park, and across El Camino
Real from the Ventura neighborhood, in an area that includes mostly older single to two story
commercial development. Directly across the street along Hansen Way is a research &
development building surrounded by a large surface parking lot. Hansen Way includes a 50-foot
special setback that was intended to accommodate future street widening. The subject lot is
narrow in comparison to some of the other lots in the area with frontage along El Camino Real.
The adjacent property to the north of the site along Hansen Way includes a building that does
not meet the 50-foot special setback (i.e. 36-feet). The intersection of Hansen Way and El
Camino Real includes a “pork chop” traffic delineator that channels a free-right movement for
vehicles from El Camino to Hansen Way. Another “pork chop” allows free right turning onto El
Camino Real from Hansen Way.
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines2
1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to make alternative findings. A
change to the findings may result in a final action that is different from the staff recommended action in this
report.
2

The
Palo
Alto
Comprehensive
Plan
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp

is

available

online:
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The Comprehensive Plan includes Goals, Policies, and Programs that guide the physical form of
the City. The Comprehensive Plan provides the basis for the City’s development regulations and
is used by City staff to regulate building and development and make recommendations on
projects. Further, ARB Finding #1 requires that the design be consistent and compatible with
applicable elements of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan.
The Comprehensive Plan land use designation for the project site is Service Commercial, which
includes facilities providing citywide and regional services and relying on customers arriving by
car. These uses do not necessarily benefit from being in high volume pedestrian areas such as
shopping centers or Downtown. Typical uses include auto services and dealerships, motels,
lumberyards, appliance stores, and restaurants, including fast service types. In almost all cases,
these uses require good automobile and service access so that customers can safely load and
unload without impeding traffic. In some locations, residential and mixed-use projects may be
appropriate in this land use category. Examples of Service Commercial areas include San
Antonio Road, El Camino Real, and Embarcadero Road northeast of the Bayshore Freeway.
Nonresidential FAR will range up to 0.4. On balance, staff believes the project will be consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan. A detailed review of the project’s consistency will be provided at
the next hearing, prior to ARB recommendation.
Zoning Compliance3
A detailed review of the proposed project’s consistency with applicable zoning standards has
been performed. A summary table is provided in Attachment C. The proposed project complies
with all applicable codes, or is seeking through the requested permits permission to deviate
from certain code standards, in a manner that is consistent with the Zoning Ordinance.
Proposed Use
The project replaces an existing motel with 36 guestrooms and increases the guestrooms onsite to 99 rooms. A hotel is a permitted use within the CS district. In accordance with PAMC
18.16.060(d) hotels are permitted up to 2.0:1 FAR. The project’s FAR of 1.99:1 is consistent with
this standard. Regardless of the size of the site and intensity of the development, the CS zoning
district has no maximum site coverage standard.
Setback
The project shows an encroachment into the existing 50-foot special setback. As previously
discussed, as part of the project’s requests, a zoning amendment is proposed to eliminate this
setback for this property.
Context-Based Design Criteria
According to Section 18.16.090 of the PAMC, “compatibility is achieved when apparent scale
and mass of new buildings is consistent with the pattern of achieving a pedestrian oriented
design, and when new construction shares general characteristics and establishes design

3

The Palo Alto Zoning Code is available online: http://www.amlegal.com/codes/client/palo-alto_ca
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linkages with the overall pattern of buildings, so that the visual unity of the street is
maintained”.
The proposal shows an architectural style compatible with some of the newer buildings on the
street within the vicinity, intended to create a visual unity of the street’s buildings. The building
would be one of the newer developments on the block in terms of design and massing.
Generally, the streetscape along El Camino Real includes a mixture of newer and older
development that includes one to four story buildings. The pattern for newer development is to
be more intensive, incorporating contemporary design.
El Camino Real Design Guidelines and South El Camino Real Guidelines
The project is subject to the El Camino Real Design Guidelines and the South El Camino Real
Guidelines. The Guidelines consider the site a part of the California Avenue Corridor Area.
According to the Guidelines, new buildings should front El Camino Real with prominent facades.
Entries should face El Camino Real, or be clearly visible and easily accessible to pedestrians.
Auto-oriented development should include pedestrian-friendly design elements to
accommodate those arriving by foot or transit. The project includes what appears to be a
secondary pedestrian entry from El Camino Real.
The Guidelines encourage visually appealing and functional open space amenities. The project
includes an outdoor patio area at the corner of the property, which appears to support this
guideline. The use of low walls is encouraged to define this location. The site will need to
enhance the site landscaping, especially along the parking lot edges as encouraged by the
guidelines. The project should also consider a variety of lighting types, integrating these fixtures
into the project design and at the same time minimize glare upon adjacent properties. Signs are
not currently included in the scope of the project; however, the guidelines encourage that
primary signs be designed as an integral part of the building, be legible, and backlit.
The proposal generally appears to be compliant with a majority of the El Camino Real Design
Guidelines and South El Camino Real Design Guidelines. The proposal provides some
appropriate transitions to the surrounding buildings with the varied roof lines and building
articulation. The architecture, while modern, is simple in appearance and appears to not
detract from the streetscape. The proposed project also includes landscaping at the street to
improve visual interest and pedestrian comfort.
The ARB is requested to discuss the project’s compatibility in the areas of scale, mass,
pedestrian oriented design, given the site’s context.
Multi-Modal Access & Parking
The project proposes to move the current main driveway entry from El Camino Real to Hansen
Way to reduce pedestrian and vehicular conflicts. Prior iterations of the project included
maintaining the “pork chop” at the El Camino Real and Hansen Way intersection. Through
discussions with the applicant, the project now proposes to eliminate the adjacent free right
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turn (pork chop), which is likely to improve circulation along El Camino Real and provide greater
safety to pedestrians and cyclist alike. Implementing this improvement would require
coordination between, the applicant, the City and the State Department of Transportation
(CalTrans), whom controls the El Camino Real right-of-way.
The project includes two surface parking spaces and a ramp that would lead to two levels of
underground parking with standard parking spaces. According to PAMC Section 18.52, the hotel
and restaurant(s) would require 105 automobile spaces; the plans indicate 82 proposed
automobile spaces which could be increased with the use a valet parking in the aisle ways. The
project currently seeks a parking reduction pursuant to PAMC 18.52.050, Table 4 for a 22%
reduction when transportation and parking alternatives are provided. The maximum allowed
reduction is 20%, therefore, staff will continue to work with the applicant to see how valet
parking may/or may not create efficiencies. The project requires 12 short-term bicycle spaces.
The project currently provides 10 bicycle spaces.
Consistency with Application Findings
The project is subject to a number of applications as described previously. Each application
requires the City Council to make findings for any approval. The Board is tasked with
recommending findings for the architectural review application. A list of the findings is included
as Attachment B.

Environmental Review
The subject project has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained
in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and the
environmental regulations of the City. Specifically, the project requires the completion of an
Initial Study, which is currently ongoing. Technical studies supporting the environmental
analysis include, air quality emissions report, arborist report, historic report, geotechnical
study, Phase I environmental site assessment, acoustical report, and traffic report.

Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Daily Post
on September 21, 2018, which is 13 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing occurred
on September 24, 2018, which is 10 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
As of the writing of this report, no project-related, public comments were received.

Report Author & Contact Information
4

ARB4 Liaison & Contact Information

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Sheldon S. Ah Sing, AICP, Contract Planner
(408) 340-5642 x 109
sahsing@m-group.us
Attachments:
 Attachment A:
 Attachment B:
 Attachment C:
 Attachment D:
 Attachment E:

Page 9

Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Location Map (PDF)
ARB Finding, Context-Based Design and Performance Criteria
Zoning Comparison Table (DOCX)
Applicant's Project Description
(PDF)
Project Plans (DOCX)

(DOCX)
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Attachment G

Project Plans and Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
Hardcopies of project plans and the Initial Study are provided to Board members. These plans
and environmental documents are available to the public online and/or by visiting the Planning
and Community Environmental Department on the 5th floor of City Hall at 250 Hamilton
Avenue.
Directions to review Project plans online:
1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects
2. Scroll down to find “3200 El Camino Real” and click the address link
3. On this project specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and
other important information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewsID=2716
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Air Quality [Source: Section 4.3.3 of Initial Study]
MM AIR-1: Implementation of the following mitigation
measures would reduce community risk impacts from
construction to a less than significant level.
All mobile diesel-powered off-road equipment larger than
25 horsepower and operating on-site for more than two days
continuously (or 20 hours in total) shall meet U.S. EPA
particulate matter emissions standards for Tier 2 engines
equipped with CARB-certified Level 3 Diesel Particulate
Filters or equivalent.

Implementation:
Project contractor
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment,
BAAQMD

Observation of
conditions by
Building
Inspectors during
construction

During
construction

Pre-construction
surveys to be
conducted by a
qualified
ornithologist for
nesting raptors
and other
migratory birds

No more
than 14 days
prior to
demolition,
grading,
construction
or tree
removal, if
occurring
between
February 1st
and August
31st

Biological Resources [Source: Section 4.4.2 of Initial Study]
MM BIO-1.1: The project owner or designee shall schedule
demolition and construction activities to avoid the nesting
season. The nesting season for most birds, including most
raptors in the San Francisco Bay area extends from February
1st through August 31st.
•

•

If it is not possible to schedule demolition and construction
between September 1st and January 31st to avoid the nesting
season, pre-construction surveys for nesting raptors and
other migratory nesting birds shall be conducted by a
qualified ornithologist, as approved by the City of Palo Alto,
to identify active nests that may be disturbed during project
implementation on-site and within 250 feet of the site.
Projects that commence demolition and/or construction
activities between February 1st and August 31st shall conduct
a pre-construction survey for nesting birds no more than 14
days prior to initiation of construction, demolition activities,
or tree removal.

Implementation:
Project applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, City
of Palo Altoapproved/qualified
ornithologist,
CDFW

Findings shall be
reported to
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment

If an active nest is found in or close enough to the project
area to be disturbed by construction activities, a qualified
ornithologist shall determine the extent of a constructionfree buffer zone (typically 250 feet for raptors and 100 feet
for other birds) around the nest, to ensure that raptor or
migratory bird nests would not be disturbed during ground
disturbing activities. California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW) will notified, as appropriate. The

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

November 2018
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

construction-free buffer zones shall be maintained until after
the nesting season has ended and/or the ornithologist has
determined that the nest is no longer active.
•

The ornithologist shall submit a report indicating the results
of the survey and any designated buffer zones to the
satisfaction of the City of Palo Alto prior to any grading,
demolition, and/or building permit.
Cultural Resources [Source: Section 4.5.3 of Initial Study]
Implementation:
Project contractor
MM CUL-1.1: In the event any significant cultural
materials (including fossils) are encountered during
construction grading or excavation, construction within a
radius of 50 feet of the find would be halted, the Director of
Planning shall be notified, and a qualified archaeologist
shall examine the find and make appropriate
recommendations regarding the significance of the find and
the appropriate treatment of the resource. Recommendations
could include collection, recordation, and analysis of any
significant cultural materials. A report of findings
documenting any data recovered during monitoring shall be
submitted to the Director of Planning.

MM CUL-1.2: Pursuant to Section 7050.5 of the Health and
Safety Code, and Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources
Code of the State of California in the event of the discovery
of human remains during construction, there shall be no
further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby
area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains. The
Santa Clara County Coroner shall be notified and shall make
a determination as to whether the remains are Native
American. If the Coroner determines that the remains are not
subject to his authority, he shall notify the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall attempt to identify
descendants of the deceased Native American. If no
satisfactory agreement can be reached as to the disposition
of the remains pursuant to this state law, then the land owner
shall reinter the human remains and items associated with

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, City
of Palo Altoapproved/qualified
archaeologist

Implementation:
Project contractor
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment, Santa
Clara County
Coroner, NAHC

Qualified
archaeologist shall
examine any
cultural materials
encountered
during
construction
activities

During
construction

Findings shall be
reported to
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment
Santa Clara
During
County Coroner
construction
shall determine the
status of remains,
if encountered
NAHC shall
identify
descendants of the
deceased, if
remains are Native
American

November 2018
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Native American burials on the property in a location not
subject to further subsurface disturbance. If the Director of
Planning finds that the archaeological find is not a
significant resource, work would resume only after the
submittal of a preliminary archaeological report and after
provisions for reburial and ongoing monitoring are accepted.

MM CUL-2: In the event that a tribal cultural resource is
found during construction, the NAHC will be contacted for
information regarding the appropriate tribe and/or persons to
notify. Once the appropriate tribal representatives are
notified, consultation will take place consistent with AB 52
requirements. Mitigation measures that may be considered
to avoid significant impacts (if there is no agreement on
appropriate mitigation in discussions with the tribal
representative) may include:
• Avoidance and preservation of the resources in place,
including:
- Planning and construction to avoid the resources and
protect the cultural and natural context;
- Planning greenspace, parks, or other open space, to
incorporate the resources with culturally appropriate
protection and management criteria;
• Treating the resource with culturally appropriate dignity,
taking into account the tribal cultural values and meaning
of the resource, including, but not limited to, the
following:
- Preservation in place;
- Protecting the cultural character and integrity of the
resource;

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Submittal and
acceptance of an
archaeological
report to the
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment
Implementation:
Project contractor
and project
applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment,
NAHC

Notification of
Director of
Planning and
Community
Environment if
tribal cultural
materials are
encountered

During
construction

Coordination with
NAHC to ensure
appropriate tribal
representatives are
notified
Tribal consultation
to determine
appropriate
mitigation
measures for the
tribal resources
discovered

- Protecting the traditional use of the resource;
- Protecting the confidentiality of the resource;
- Permanent conservation easements or other interests
in real property, with culturally appropriate
management criteria for the purposes of preserving or
utilizing the resources or places.
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Geology and Soils [Source: Section 4.7.3 of Initial Study]
MM GEO-1: Geotechnical Design Considerations. The
project owner or designee shall implement all the measures
and conditions set forth in the Geotechnical Investigation
prepared by Murray Engineers, Inc. in June 2018 or provide
an acceptable equivalent to the satisfaction of the Director of
Public Works Engineering to reduce hazards related to
expansive or unstable soils. These include but are not
limited to:
-

Foundation design (mat foundation, basement water
proofing, lateral loads, and settlement)

-

Spread footing foundations for detached landscape
improvements

-

Drilled pier foundations (at-grade foundations)

-

Basement retaining walls (mat foundation,
subsurface drainage, lateral load)

-

Slabs-on-grade (at-grade features outside the
basement, exterior slabs)

-

Vapor retarder

-

Flexible pavements (asphaltic concrete)

-

Earthwork (clearing and site preparation, material
for fill, compaction, temporary slopes and
excavations, and surface drainage)

Implementation:
Project contractor
and project
applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto Director
of Public Works
Engineering

Approval of
mitigation
measures and
conditions by the
City of Palo Alto
Director of Public
Works
Engineering

Prior to and
during
construction
activities

Observation of
conditions by
Building
Inspectors during
construction

Hazards and Hazardous Materials [Source: Section 4.9.3 of Initial Study]
MM HAZ-1: A Construction Risk Management Mitigation
Plan shall be developed by the applicant to reduce exposure
of construction workers and surrounding receptors to
contaminated on-site soil, groundwater and soil vapor
during development. Elements of this plan should include
the following:
• Develop a Site Health and Safety Plan that includes
provisions to monitor and protect construction workers
from benzene or TCE-contaminated soil vapor exposure;
• Develop a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan for
construction to prevent or minimize potential
contaminated runoff from on-site soils;

City of Palo Alto
3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project

Implementation:
Project contractor
and applicant
Monitoring: City of
Palo Alto
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment

Approval of
Construction Risk
Management
Mitigation Plan by
Director of
Department of
Planning and
Community
Environment

Prior to and
during
construction
activities

Observation of
conditions by
Building
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3200 El Camino Real Hotel Parmani Project
Mitigation Monitoring & Reporting Program/Environmental Commitment Record

Avoidance/Mitigation Measures
• Obtain the relevant underground construction permits and
approvals to ensure that dewatering of contaminated
groundwater and subsequent disposal or reuse of
groundwater is conducted in accordance with local and
state regulations;

Mitigation and
Monitoring
Responsibility

Monitoring
Action

Schedule

Inspectors during
construction

• Follow recommended dust control measures to reduce
worker and public exposure to on-site contaminants that
may be attached to airborne dust particles;
• Comply with excavation and shoring guidelines regarding
the proper handling, storage, and disposal of
contaminated and/or wet impacted soil to ensure that
workers or nearby residents would not be exposed should
such soils be encountered;
• Characterize and properly reuse or dispose of excavated
soil to ensure that construction workers or nearby
residents are not exposed to contaminated soil;
• Comply with groundwater extraction and disposal
guidelines in order to minimize the volume of extracted
groundwater and ensure that appropriate remediation
occurs.
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